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From the Editor
ADRIAN COLLINS

Well, it’s been a monster of a quarter, with Evil is a
Matter of Perspective’s distribution finally being sorted
for Kickstarter backers, submissions closing, and
Landfall hitting a major road bump, but I’m glad we’re
here dropping GdM#13 on you!
This quarter in fiction, we’ve delved into the Black
City Saint world of Richard A. Knaak, picked up an S.
Andrew Swann sci-fi reprint, and published our first
weird (grimdark) western by David M. Hoenig. Longterm GdM readers will likely note the similarities
between Swann’s story and Gerri Leen’s The Woman
I Used to Be from GdM#1 but I loved the darkness and
different style we see in Swann’s story so much, that
I’m sure you’ll enjoy it as much as I did.
If you’re an author at the agent submission stage,
then Deborah A. Wolf’s article is a must read. Tom
Smith weaves his usual inquisitive magic when he
chats with Anna Stephens and Nicholas Eames, and
the GdM team get stuck in to a couple of reviews and
look at the psychology of the grimdark enthusiast.
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In GdM#13, the team and I bring you some of the
best and brightest new names alongside a veteran of
fantasy, and as always, I’m really excited to put that
grimdark grin on your face.
Adrian Collins
Founder
Connect with the Grimdark Magazine team at:
facebook.com/grimdarkmagazine
twitter.com/AdrianGdMag
grimdarkmagazine.com
plus.google.com/+AdrianCollinsGdM/
pinterest.com/AdrianGdM/
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Like a Curse
DAVID M. HOENIG

The dream’s always the same.
She’s got her back to me, but I know her from the
curve of her shoulder, the sheen of her hair. I’m
reaching for her shoulder with my right hand, but
before I get there she spins around and she’s holding
a Smith & Wesson New Model Number 3 pointed at my
chest, its barrel as big as a Union cannon. There’s
blood at the corner of her lips, and her wintry blue eyes
are pinched with pain. There are dark bruises on her
left cheekbone; with her free hand she clutches her
torn dress up to her throat.
In that moment, I see the feeder I’ve never seen
awake, latch onto my soul, and begin to suckle on a
regret so complete my chest aches like her bullet’s
already lodged there.
“Don’t touch me, not ever again,” she says in a
shaky voice.
“I’m sorry, so very sorry.” I sound as if my own voice
is coming from somewhere far away.
“It’s too late for ‘sorry’, you bastard!”
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I see her finger begin to pull the trigger. Everything
moves slow, like I’ve got all the time in the world to
either duck or pluck justice from her hand, but all I can
actually do is watch her face and feel sad that I only
ever see her like this, all broken and bloody, since that
last time we were together. I stand there praying that
I’ll finally weep this time, and wait with something like
hope for the kick in my chest that’ll mean I finally paid
for my sins.
But I don’t cry, because the damned, hungry thing
that’s kept me alive through a dozen desperate
scrapes has got its hooks so deep into me that I can’t
muster enough regret to shed a goddamn tear before
the feeder’s draining it away to satisfy its own hunger.
I wake all at once. Before I even open my eyes, I
register the light, snoring sound next to me, a horse’s
whinny out in the dusty street downstairs, and the wind
knifing through the town of Kingdom Come, Wyoming.
And I’m still one of the Ridden.
I know something’s not right, but it doesn’t sound
like it’s in my room so I slit my eyes and look around.
Nothing looks out of place in the predawn light. Becky
Sue Wickham is still asleep next to me, the crow’s feet
at the corners of her eyes visible even now. There’s
not much sadder than an old whore, but she still likes
her work, least when she can get it these days.
Of course, I ain’t exactly wet behind the ears
myself, and Becky Sue and I got what you might call
an understanding. Hell, maybe she thinks there ain’t
much sadder than an old gunslinger.
Considering the thing that’s bent on keeping me
alive, she might even be right.
But even without knowing what, something’s very
wrong, so I slap her hard on her ample hip.
She wakes with a curse and a venomous look. “You
bloody, fuckin’ Haunt!” she snarls at me. “What in Hell’s
wrong with you?”
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I give the mean stare right back at her for maybe
two seconds before it’s just too much work to keep up
and I look out the window at a patch of Wyoming sky
instead. “Go on, Becky Sue,” I tell her. “Git. Before one
of us regrets it.”
She takes a hard look at me and then her eyes go
wide when she realizes I can’t feel regret because of
what’s Riding me. She shuts her yap so fast that her
teeth click together. Guess she smells the killing in the
air, because she’s out from under the covers and
through the doorway with nothing more than a flash of
her flabby ass in the pale light of early morning.
It seems a powerful irony that whores got some of
the best survival instincts, when you wouldn’t think it
from their path in life.
And then I’m wondering if I’ve got it all wrong.
Maybe Becky Sue and her like have got it figured better
than I ever did: if you never let yourself feel too much,
you never run much risk of attracting a feeder.
I get up and finally notice what’s off. My rig and the
pearl-handled Colt—my constant companions since I
fled Kentucky a whole lifetime ago—are hanging off
the chair by the window where they’re supposed to be,
but where in the hell are my damn pants?
“Steely-eyed Tate,” a woman’s voice calls from
outside. “Time to get out here and die!”
Sheee-it.
I sidle up to the side of the window and take a
careful look. She’s out there, spitting image of the
woman who shoots me night after night in my dreams.
And she’s wearing my pants.
“Looky looky,” I yell out, playing for time. “If it ain’t
little Abigail Price, all growed up.”
“They call me Dust Devil now, old man!”
“Uh huh.” Young as she is, she ain’t going to make
the same mistakes she made last time. And if she’s
been in and out of my room with me sleeping, she’ll
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also have everything else covered already: my horse
down at the stable, the exits out of town, all of it.
“You got nowhere to go, Tate. I coulda ended you
in your sleep, but I want you awake and knowin’ it was
me that done it, you sumbitch! I want everyone to see
you finally get what you got comin’, fair and goddamn
square!”
And if you ask me, it’d be about fucking time. “I’ll be
down directly,” I call out the window, and wonder if she
can do it.
What the hell, there’s no rush now, so I buckle on
my gun over my drawers and tie it down around my
thigh, then put on my hat and look in the mirror. I still
can’t see the thing from my dreams, but what I do see
reminds me that there are old gunslingers, and bold
gunslingers, but there ain’t no old, bold gunslingers.
I glance around the room and it feels as empty as
the years since Kentucky. At least without Becky Sue
in it, I think, and that unexpected thought makes me let
out a low whistle through my front teeth. It’s a
realization that doesn’t fit in my life, but for this moment
it feels like it should, so I go get my poke out from under
the mattress and weigh it in my palm. It’s heavy, and it
jingles. I’ve been counting on it lasting a while, but I
toss it onto the bed and forget about it before I’m even
turned back to the mirror. I comb my mustache with my
fingers and adjust the brim of my hat one more time,
then go out.
Every step down the stairs jars my hip where I was
shot a few years back, and I clench and unclench my
right hand, hearing clicks and clacks from the knuckles
as I try to loosen them up. At the bottom, Becky Sue’s
got a blanket clutched around her, and she stares at
me from a too pale face. I stop and look at her, then tip
my hat, all gentleman-like. It takes her a moment or
two to decide what she’s going to do, but she finally
nods back at me just as if we actually liked each other
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or something. It makes me smile for the first time in a
long while.
I put my hand on the right-hand batwing, but turn
back to her before I go out into the street. “I know I ain’t
exactly been good for you, Becky Sue.”
“You’re such a bastard, y’Haunt, that you know all
the lizards by their first names.” Only she says it
without the bite that’s part of her usual speech, like her
heart ain’t quite in it.
But now my smile’s for real, and you know what? It
feels right fine, like there isn’t a pretty little killer with a
grudge as old as she is outside waiting to draw down
against me. “You’re some special kind of lady, Becky
Sue. You’re tougher than you know.”
She looks as suspicious as a banker with a phony
note, but eventually decides I mean it. “We both are,
y’ornery old cuss.” Becky Sue jerks her chin to indicate
outside. “Who is she anyway?”
“Another woman I ain’t done right by.”
Abigail’s voice calls from outside, impatient now.
“Get out here, you bastard!”
I’ll get to her soon enough, I reckon, so I stay with
Becky Sue. It seems like she’s looking for something
in my eyes, but I can’t tell if she finds it before she
speaks in a low voice. “Can you take her?”
I shrug. “She wouldn’t be here if she didn’t think she
could put me down.”
“You’re still fast, Tate.”
“Slowed some over the years, Becky Sue.”
She walks up to me and she puts a hand lightly on
my cheek. “Listen: you ain’t been all that bad for me,
you old Haunt.” There’s a tenderness in her gaze which
belies the words and this part of me that’s wound up
tight inside loosens like a rawhide knot coming
undone.
“Left you something on the bed, Becky Sue.”
Her eyes widen just a bit.
“My poke. Yours, now. All of it.”
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When she speaks her voice is a mite rough. “You
ain’t been all that bad for me,” she repeats.
I nod, then I’m through the batwings, which squeal
louder than a hog on butchering day.
I mosey out into the bone-dry street, a good ten
strides from Dust Devil, and we face each other as the
wind keens past us. She looks good against the
backdrop of mountains off in the distance: straight
blond hair under a light brown Stetson, pert nose
between sunburnt cheeks, and icy blue eyes.
Her mother’s eyes.
“You ready to die, old man?” she says, a curl of
contempt on her lips, her hand hovering over the gun
at her belt.
“Not really.” I lower my hand down to the same
position she’s got, and exhale slowly. The moment
stretches out into that no-time that’s got a familiar,
bitter taste to it, sort of like my favorite tobacco. It’s
been with me for so long that I can almost feel the thing
Riding me feasting like a glutton; that it somehow
knows I can’t muster enough regret to stop me doing
what I must to survive.
Except that it’s something unfamiliar I’m feeling just
as I go for the draw that makes me drop my hand past
my waist so that my big iron stays in its rig. Then I find
out just how fast Dust Devil is when I feel like I been
kicked in the chest by a mule.
When I open my eyes, I’m lying in the street and
she’s standing over me. Her blue eyes seem softer
now somehow, and she looks confused. I can almost
see the thing sucking at her recoil in disgust and flee.
“Why didn’t you draw, you sumbitch?” she says with
a hitch in her voice.
I can barely make a sound. “You know why,” I
whisper.
She kneels over me, her breathing ragged, and
says nothing.
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I look at her face set against that sharp Wyoming
sky and see a drop fall from her lashes to her cheek,
and suddenly I’m free of the thing that’s been making
a meal of me since Kentucky. Twenty goddamn years
of bitter rue start from my eyes like a dam broke;
without the feeder latched onto me, I know that she’s
my daughter up in the front of my head. Her face blurs
into something even more beautiful than I can
remember. “Guess you’re the one gonna wear the
pants in the family,” I whisper to her. I hear her sob,
and just like that I’m okay with dying.
The only thing that spoils the moment is that I finally
see my feeder for the first time, and I’m helpless to stop
that fucker as it moves from me to her just as my heart
stops beating.
The pain from seeing that is more than any
gunshot, and what’s worse is there ain’t a blessed thing
I can do about it. Maybe there is one thing sadder than
an old gunslinger, I reckon, but at least I ain’t going to
get any older. “I’m sorry, so very sorry,” I mouth,
because I just can’t move enough air to make a sound.
Anyway, I’m finally free of everything except my
daughter: though it’s out of focus, I watch her face until
I can’t see anything anymore.[GdM]
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David Hoenig is an academic surgeon who lives to
write, instead of writing to live. He's had stories
published in anthologies, webzines, and podcasts with:
Flame Tree Publishing, Cast of Wonders, Elder Signs
Press, Zoetic Press/NonBinary Review, Drunk
Monkeys Literary, and Dark Chapter Press. He is
working on edits for his first novel.
His
website:
https://davidmhoenig.wordpress.com/about/
His Amazon author page: http://www.amazon.com//e/B0164YY4FW
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An Interview with
Nicholas Eames
TOM SMITH

We meet again denizens of the grimdark. This issue I
track down the King of the Wyld himself—Nicholas
Eames.
For anyone that has been under a rock this last
year, he is probably best known for his previously
alluded to Kings of the Wyld featuring a down and out
group of retired rogues who call their band Saga and
are called to action by a new threat. If you haven’t read
it, I recommend you rectify that immediately.
[TS] Nicholas, thanks for joining us.
[NE] Thank you for having me.
[TS] You have mentioned in other forums that you
based this book largely on the dynamic of a rock band,
where did you come up with that concept?
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[NE] I wish I knew! It’s one of those ideas you and your
fantasy-loving friends might come up with while
extremely high (not the case), or after consuming too
many cups of coffee (probably the case). With
something as kitschy as ‘mercenary bands as an
allusion to rock bands’ you’d normally laugh and say,
“Imagine that,” and then move on to something else.
Instead, I grabbed my laptop, sat on my back porch,
and wrote the words, “You’d have guessed from the
size of his shadow that Clay Cooper was a bigger man
than he was.”
After that I was pretty much doomed to write the
rest.
[TS] If you made this into a mini-series or movie, what
songs would you put on the soundtrack?
[NE] Funny you should ask! I have a tentative chapterby-chapter soundtrack on my website. There are a few
songs on there that will always and forever remind me
of Kings of the Wyld. The Who’s Baba O’Riley is the
song I’d pick to open things up. Wild Horses, by the
Rolling Stones, will always invoke memories of Clay
sitting beside his daughter’s bed. Besides those,
there’s a lot of Rush, Led Zeppelin, Black Sabbath,
AC/DC, and pretty much anyone who was making
progressive rock in the 1970’s.
[TS] This book in addition to being a great dramatic
read was also incredibly funny. Did you set out to make
it that way, or was it just something that happened
organically as you were writing it?
[NE] Firstly, thank you for saying so. It’s actually the
other way around. I set out to write a book that was
funny, irreverent, and didn’t take itself too seriously. I
mean, if you’d told me ten years ago I’d ever write a
book with goblins (let alone orcs, trolls, kobolds, and
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owlbears) in it I’d have called you crazy. For a few
decades now the fantasy genre has been more about
people, culture, religion, war—a lot of pretty heavy
stuff. I wanted to write something that was a
celebration fantasy’s somewhat embarrassing roots,
and so I deliberately used tropes like magic swords,
ancient immortal races, and a ‘horde’ of evil monsters.
Along the way, however, the characters just sort of
got away from me. They deserved better than to be
used as fodder for humour, as corny as that may
sound. By the time I was halfway done the book I could
bring myself to tears over the thought of Clay’s love for
his wife and daughter, or Moog’s hopeless plight
against the disease that killed his husband. Don’t get
me wrong, the story was still goofy as hell when it
landed me an agent (and was eventually bought by
Orbit). Luckily, I was blessed with both an agent and
an editor who loved the lighter side of the book, but
helped me hone those parts into something that didn’t
undermine the more serious aspects of the book.
[TS] Many grimdark forums these days discuss tropes
and their overuse. In this book you've managed to
mock them but still take them seriously at the same
time. How much of that was planned? How much of it
just kind of happened during the writing of the book?
As I mentioned above, they were very deliberate.
Having recently read Ready Player One, which was
sort of a love letter to everything Ernest Cline thought
was awesome about the 80’s, I wanted to do
something similar with my love of old-school fantasy,
D&D, video games, music, and movies.
This could be an unpopular opinion, but I tend to
think that you should tell your story as if no story has
ever existed before it (hey, it worked for Avatar!). I’m
not saying you should copy what others have done, but
you shouldn’t be afraid to tread the same ground, or
tackle familiar themes in your own way. What you end
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up with (hopefully) is something fantasy lovers can
appreciate, and that those new to the genre can enjoy
for the first time.
[TS] While reading this book and seeing the many
different types of beings and creatures Saga
encountered, it couldn’t help but make me think that
there must have been some serious Dungeon &
Dragons campaigning in your past. Did you play much
or did you draw on mythology and other literary
Classics to build your monster list?
[NE] A ton! I’ve played D&D off and on since I was 13,
and a monster manual was never far from my side
while writing this book. Although there’s a few new
faces sprinkled throughout, I wanted readers who
shared my love of roleplaying to recognize a few old
friends. A few of my personal favorites are in there—
most notably, the ettercap, and ettin, and the owlbear!
[TS] To what do you attribute the rise in popularity of
the darker fictions (dystopian, post-apocalyptic,
grimdark) in recent years?
[NE] I’d attribute it to two things. First is the success of
authors who write that sort of stuff (i.e. Martin,
Abercrombie, Lawrence). If something is popular, then
publishers are more likely to seek out similar voices.
Second, and probably more relevant, is that a lot
what we might call old-school fantasy wasn’t at all
relatable. It was fun, and there were dragons aplenty,
but the characters were too static and their
circumstances too unreal for anyone but hardcore fans
to enjoy. With the rise of authors like Martin, however,
we suddenly had characters that were flawed, and
fallible, and very obviously imperfect. Like us.
Aragorn may be cool, but he never complained of a
sore back, or hurt people he loved out of spite, or
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excused himself to go shit in the woods (or maybe he
did and just called it ‘scouting’?) I think fantasy readers
wanted real, deeper characters for a change, and
that’s what they’ve been getting for the last twenty
years. Now if only we could get more diverse heroes…
[TS] What are some books that you’ve recently read
and enjoyed?
[NE] Blackwing, by Ed McDonald, and RJ Barker’s Age
of Assassins were both highlights this year. Other
recent favourites include Lila Bowen’s Wake of
Vultures, Michael Fletcher’s Beyond Redemption, and
The Traitor Baru Cormorant by Seth Dickenson, which
is probably the best book I’ve read in the past several
years.
[TS] I think Kings of the Wyld would make a great
adventure comedy. Have you given any serious
thought to trying to eventually translate your work to
the big or small screen?
[NE] I’ve given it plenty of thought! Hopefully a
Hollywood producer will do so as well. While true that
not every fantasy series is cut out for the big (or small)
screen, most often due to their complexity or sheer
otherworldliness, I think Kings of the Wyld is pretty
damn ripe for adaptation! Whether it’s a movie based
directly on the books, or a series detailing the
adventures of Saga’s reckless youth (or the exploits of
some other band altogether) I’d love to see it happen.
And can you imagine the soundtrack?
[TS] As you are just breaking onto the scene, you are
still somewhat of a mystery to our readers. Tell us
something about yourself that the man on the street
would find surprising.
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[NE] Hmmm. I love sports! Hockey and (American)
Football are my jam. I know this makes me something
of an anomaly among my fellow nerds, but I think
athletes are artists in their own way (this depends on
the sport, obviously—golfers are not artists!) and that
sport offers the average person the opportunity to
witness the kind of athleticism, courage, sacrifice,
grace, and fellowship that otherwise exists only on
battlefield, but without all the blood.
Although there’s a lot of blood in hockey...
[TS] I know you have the story of Golden Gabe’s
daughter in the works right now. What can you tell us
about it?
[NE] Sure! It’s called Bloody Rose, and takes place a
few years after Kings of the Wyld. The protagonist is a
young girl named Tam Hashford who signs on as bard
for Rose’s band, Fable. There’s an awful new threat on
the horizon, and the only band in the world NOT
hellbent on facing it is Fable, which means that Rose
(who is renowned for seeking out trouble) probably has
something even more dangerous in mind.
[TS] Thanks for the chin wag Nicholas! We can’t wait
to see what you drop on us next.
[NE] Thanks for the questions![GdM]
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Review: Kings of the
Wyld
BY NICHOLAS EAMES
REVIEW BY MATTHEW CROPLEY

Kings of the Wyld by Nicholas Eames is the sort of
book that sets out to make you laugh, and then
accidentally makes you care along the way. In a world
similar to D&D’s Forgotten Realms, bands of
adventurers have become so revered that they’re
treated like rockstars. Clay ‘Slowhand’ Cooper was in
Saga, the most famous of them all, but that was twenty
years ago, and now he’s settled down in a quiet town
with his wife and daughter. But when Gabriel, his old
best friend and the frontman of Saga, shows up on his
doorstep with the revelation that his daughter is in
mortal danger, what choice does Clay have but to get
the boys back together and go save her?
It’s like a group of old rockers getting back together
for one final tour, and starts out as an amusing look at
how adventuring parties could be treated like rockers,
down to the sureness that things were far cooler back
in the good old days and these new kids don’t know
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what they’re doing. But the thing about Kings of the
Wyld is that the characters are so well-crafted, the
writing so solid, and the themes of getting old,
friendship, loyalty and loss so well defined, that the
story becomes much more than just a light-hearted
romp with old warriors slaying goblins, and ends up
drawing you in and refusing to let go until the end.
The characters are great, and Eames manages to
pull off a whole-heartedly ‘good’ protagonist very
successfully. Clay is tired and old, his back hurts and
he just wants to go home, but he can’t abandon his
brothers in arms. Joining him in Saga is Gabriel,
formerly the band’s frontman Golden Gabe, although
his gold is more than a little tarnished by the time we
see him. There’s Moog, the scatterbrained but
loveable band magician, Matrick, the rogue and
pickpocket turned overweight king, and Ganelon, the
brooding muscle of the group. The chemistry between
them makes for some truly humorous banter and
touching moments of brotherhood. They encounter
some fantastic secondary characters, like an undead
bard, a morally complex daeva, a vengeful ‘booker’
(essentially their crooked band manager) and a tragic
villain one can’t help but sympathise with once you’ve
actually heard his side of the story. My personal
favourite of the secondary characters, however, was
an ettin (a two-headed giant). The story of the ettin’s
two heads Gregor and Dane, is genuinely touching.
Dane is horribly disfigured and blind, but Gregor
convinces him that he’s handsome, and that the
horrors they experience are wondrous adventures.
The touching way their interactions are depicted is one
of the most moving things I’ve read recently, made all
the more poignant by the fact that Gregor and Dane
are monsters one wouldn’t think about just killing off in
the sort of D&D game that clearly must have inspired
the novel.
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Eames has managed to lend a feeling of reality to
the sort of larger-than-life, heroic fantasy setting that
table-top gamers will be familiar with. This believable
quality is perhaps due to the fact that we’re seeing it all
from Gabe’s point of view, and he’s so thoroughly
unimpressed by all the wondrous things he
encounters. The ‘Wyld’, the sprawling, monster-filled,
poisonous forest that the band must travel through is a
particular highlight, filled to the brim with all sorts of
nasties, and a few humorous surprises. Eames has
also given his world a credible history and a reason for
the existence of these bands of adventurers and the
monsters that they exist to combat. Part of the draw of
the novel is seeing how the world has changed since
Clay’s time adventuring. It feels like an authentic, living
world, which isn’t particularly easy to pull of with the
ultra-heroic vibe of the book.
The silliness of some of the shenanigans, and the
way in which Eames describes them, are reminiscent
of Terry Pratchett, and Eames perfectly straddles that
line between utterly ridiculous and unfunny. Clay is the
sole point of view for the whole novel, and his
simultaneous growth and consistency are endearing,
as is the almost ridiculously pragmatic way in which he
perceives everything. The humour is all the more
humorous because Clay doesn’t find it funny.
Now, a caveat, Kings of the Wyld isn’t the darkest
book, there’s a lot more light-hearted banter and
shenanniganery than one would expect in a purely
grimdark book. The protagonist, Clay, is a genuinely
good guy, and not a grimdark protagonist. However,
there couple of characters that are absolutely morally
ambiguous, and it’s easy to find yourself conflicted
over whether you’re rooting for the heroes or villains,
and the lines between them blur. Because of this, and
the fact that Eames is subverting the genre in a clever
way with his ageing rocker angle, Kings of the Wyld
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would, I suspect, be extremely enjoyable for any
grimdark fan.
Kings of the Wyld by Nicholas Eames is a fun read
that also offers up a satisfyingly deep exploration of
what it means to grow old, and the importance of lifelong friendships. While lighter than grimdark fantasy, it
still provides the sort of moral ambiguity and trope
subversion that grimdark fans love. Read this book if
you’re looking for something that makes you laugh,
and, just maybe, summons forth a manly tear or
two.[GdM]
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How to Land a Rockstar
Agent in Ten
Excruciating Steps
BY DEBORAH A. WOLF

About me:
I am Deborah A. Wolf, author of The Dragon’s Legacy
(Titan books, 2017), Split Feather (Titan books, Sept
2017), The Forbidden City (Titan books, fall 2018) and
counting.
http://www.deborahawolf.com/
I am represented by Rockstar literary agent Mark
Gottlieb of Trident Media Group. Mark was able to
secure contracts for five books within the first six
months of our professional partnership. Three of these
books are epic fantasy, two are more literary modern
fantasy—neither an easy sell in today’s market.
I had dreamt of becoming a traditionally published
author since I was four years old. In 2013 I quit wishing
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for it and started working for it. After much sweat, many
tears, and a wee dram of good whiskey, I made my
debut in April 2017 with The Dragon’s Legacy, to a fair
bit of acclaim.
About my agent:
(From
Trident
Media
Group,
LLC
http://www.tridentmediagroup.com/agents/markgottlieb)
“Mark Gottlieb… is excited to work directly with authors
(he represents such notable authors as Sherrilyn
Kenyon, Kate Moretti, and Davila LeBlanc), helping to
manage and grow their careers with all of the unique
resources that are available to Trident. Since that time
he has ranked as high as #1 in Agents on
publishersmarketplace.com in Overall Deals and other
individual categories.”
So how did I, an aspiring author with a hard-to-market
portfolio, land a Rockstar Agent such as Mark
Gottlieb? I’ll tell you, but be warned: It wasn’t easy.
10 Steps to Landing a Rockstar Agent:
1. Finish the book
You’d think this was a no brainer, but when a writer is
just dying to get their stuff out into the world and pocket
untold millions (snort), the amygdala can override the
cerebral cortex and make us do some stupid shit, like
approaching an agent with some half-written crap or,
worse, a REALLY GREAT IDEA and exactly half a
written chapter.
No. No. Don’t do this.
Sit your ass down, plug in the coffee IV, and write
the damn book first. Everything from the title to ‘the
end’. Write it, read it, edit it, read it, edit it till you hate
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it, have your beta readers edit it… whatever your book
writing process is, get it done.
My own process for writing a book goes something
like this:
Write 50-100k words of a new story, realize I’m
headed in the wrong direction, and toss everything out.
(Good thing I didn’t approach an agent with this, right?)
Start over, get it right. Sit down every freaking day and
write whether or not I feel like writing. In a given week
I might feel like writing once or twice, and if I only wrote
when I felt inspired I’d still be knocking around the first
chapter of my first book.
Finish the book, have a shot or two of expensive
whiskey, revise, rewrite, and edit (my revision process
is extensive, and a whole ‘nother article’s worth of
slog). I do this with a great deal of input from my alpha
reader. When I’ve beaten it into shape, I have a couple
of beta readers who get a shot at tearing my
manuscript apart and letting me know what works for
them, and what doesn’t.
I’m not telling you this so that I can tell you what
your writing process should be, but to let you know that
if you want to enhance your chances of getting a
Rockstar Agent—and who wants anything but a
Rockstar Agent?—you have to put in the sweat and
tears first.
2. Know what you’re selling, and to whom.
Okay, so you have this glorious mess of a book. It’s
time to paste the whole thing into the body of an email
and spam the world with it, right? If you hurry, you
might have time for a bathroom break and a cup of
coffee before signing all the movie deals that will be
flooding your inbox…
Yeah. We’re writing fiction, here, but it has to be
believable so that the reader can suspend disbelief.
What, exactly, is this monster you’ve given birth to?
Qualify it: on a scale of one to five, one being Tolkien
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and five being Abercrombie, how dark is it? What is
your genre? Subgenre? Who is your target audience,
specifically?
You have a product to sell, so this is not the time to
flake out on the details. If you had built a set of kitchen
cabinets, you would need to know what kind of kitchen
they might be suited for and whose fancy they might
tickle, right? A carpenter would know her trade better
than to say “These cabinets will suit any décor, any
taste, any budget.” Know your trade. List a few recent
works to which your book might be compared, and
how. This will make your book easier for Rockstar
Agent to envision (and to envision selling), and that will
help your book sell itself.
3. Prepare your materials.
Now that you have a finished book and you know
where in the market it would fit, it is time to prepare
submission materials.
I put quite a lot of time and care into this step, as
I’m the ADHD Queen in addition to being the Bard
Queen, and this was not a process I could afford to
screw up. Nor can you. This is not the time to get
sloppy and send the wrong submission materials to an
agent you want to impress, let a typo or ten slide by as
you hit ‘send’, or—Cthulhu help us, we’ve all done
this—cut and paste an email from one agent to another
and forget to change the salutation.
Different agents want different submission
materials, so have the whole gamut ready to go,
polished and spell-checked to death. Before submitting
to any agent I created a folder marked ‘SUBMISSION
MATERIALS’, and in this folder I saved such
documents as:
(TITLE) (Query)
(TITLE) (Synopsis)
(TITLE) (One Page Outline)
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(TITLE) (Three Page Outline)
(TITLE) (First Ten Pages)
(TITLE) (Ten Thousand Words)
(TITLE) (One Thousand Words)
(TITLE) (Three Sample Chapters)
And so forth. As I prepared to send to a specific
agent, I might open a new subfolder, copy into it that
agent’s requested materials, and save with a new
naming convention which included that agent’s name
and date sent. This enabled me to tailor submission
materials to an agent—for instance, I would mention in
my query letter that Rockstar Agent represented an
author whose books I had read and enjoyed, and how
my work might compare to hers—without running the
risk of sending that personalized query to the wrong
agent.
I realize that this is a high level of fussiness and
sounds about as appealing as having a cavity filled, but
I landed my top pick agent with my first round of
queries, and that was no accident.
4. Research the agents.
Don’t just send out your manuscript to every agent in
the universe. When you do this you are wasting
everyone’s time, and time is precious in this industry.
A Rockstar Agent is going to be very busy, so don’t
insult that person—or your own intelligence—by
submitting your epic fantasy to an agent who has
specifically asked people not to submit epic fantasy.
When you find an agent you think would be an
excellent fit for you and your book, take the time to
write down some details about that agent’s bio, client
list, whatever you think might be pertinent, as well as a
list of what submission materials that agent is
requesting and their preferred avenue of submission.
Don’t send a manuscript by snail mail to an agent who
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requests email queries only, and so forth. Follow the
rules and accept that, no, you are not the exception.
5. Submit.
Wait, no, not yet.
Get a checklist ready. Compose an email, and
attach the correct files for submission. Paste your
introduction and/or query and/or submission sample
into the body of the email. Check it to DEATH for
spelling errors, salutation, agent name and spelling,
everything.
THEN put in the subject line, and THEN the agent’s
email address. Quadruple check everything again,
take a deep breath, sacrifice a goat if that’s part of your
process, and THEN hit ‘submit’.
6. Check your ego.
For the love of literature, don’t give in to the urge to tell
Rockstar Agent that you are the next Rowling and she
should feel grateful that you have chosen her to
represent your golden masterpiece. Even if you think
you’re the next Martin, or Tolkien, or Hobb…check
your ego at the door. You do not want to make yourself
sound like an ass who would be onerous to work with.
Be polite, professional, humble…fake it if you have to.
7. Rejection: use it.
You will experience rejection. Lots of it. Some of it will
be bitchy, or cutting, or just plain mean. Expect it,
shake it off as best you can (drunk emailing an agent
about how they’re a cockadoodie brat is NOT the way
to do this), and move on.
If you are fortunate enough to get a few personal
pointers about how you might improve your book, take
the time to send that agent a sincere thank you,
because this busy person used some of their precious
time to help you out. That’s gold. And consider the
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advice, especially if you’re getting similar messages
from multiple sources.
8. Acceptance: choose wisely.
If you receive an offer of acceptance from an agent,
rejoice! Rejoice! And then, when you’re done twerking
around the living room and frightening your dogs, sit
down and consider this person’s offer very carefully.
It’s better to wait a day or two and weigh your options
carefully than it is to rush into a relationship with
someone that’s maybe not the best fit for you. This
agent is going to be a driving force in your life, and may
take a hand in shaping your writing career for years to
come. Think of it as a kind of marriage.
No pressure, though.
9. Be professional.
Writing can be a fun hobby, but when you step into
traditional publishing, it is also a career. When you’re
traditionally published, your work ethic, demeanor, and
actions impact not only your career, but your agent’s,
your editor’s, the legal team, the public relations
assistant…be polite, be reasonable, and treat your
career and the people with whom you come in contact
with respect.
10. Be patient.
Everything in publishing moves at a glacial pace…until
it’s galloping like a six-legged horse on crack. Be
patient with yourself and your professional contacts
both when nothing seems to be going anywhere and
when everything seems to be going in all directions at
once.
And finally, because I promised you ten points but
I’m a professional liar…
11. Have fun.
Otherwise, what’s the damn point?
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Jai tu wai, and good luck out there! The path to
traditional publishing is littered with the bloody
footprints and battered corpses of those who have
gone before you; enjoy every minute of it.[GdM]
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Deborah A. Wolf was born in a barn and raised on
wildlife refuges, which explains rather a lot. As a child,
whether she was wandering down the beach of an
otherwise deserted island or exploring the hidden
secrets of Alaska with her faithful dog Sitka, she
always had a book at hand. She opened the forbidden
door, and set foot upon the tangled path, and never
looked back.
Deborah attended any college that couldn’t outrun
her and has accumulated a handful of degrees. She
has worked as an underwater photographer, Arabic
linguist, and grumbling wage slave. Throughout it all,
she has held onto one true and passionate love: the
love of storytelling.
Deborah currently lives in northern Michigan with
her kids (some of whom are grown and all of whom are
exceptional), an assortment of dogs and horses, and a
pair of demons masquerading as cats.
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The Heavens Fall
BY S. ANDREW SWANN

The Heavens Fall is a reprint from the DAW 30th
Anniversary Science Fiction Anthology by DAW Books
“Let justice be done, though the heavens fall!”
—Earl of Mansfield
(17051793)
“This is a court of law... not a court of justice.”
—Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.
(18411935)
Johnny knew him. Mosh Frazier. Mosh of the wild hair.
Mosh of the tattoos, skulls and fire. Mosh of the wide
leather belt and the evil temper. Mosh was Johnny’s
friend. At least that’s what Johnny thought.
Johnny had always been a little slow about people.
Johnny’s home was a farm shack in the poorest
county in upstate New York. All his since Momma died.
Johnny let Mosh share Momma’s house. In return,
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Mosh gave Johnny money, gave Johnny beer, brought
Johnny women, introduced Johnny to drugs—
Johnny never poked into Mosh’s business. Johnny
never asked what Mosh did out in the overgrown field
in back of the house. Johnny never asked Mosh what
he did alone in the shack when Johnny went to town.
Johnny really thought Mosh was a friend. Mosh was
good to Johnny. Johnny would never do anything to
upset him. Never.
Then Mosh left.
Then the police came.
The police dug up the overgrown field in back of
Momma’s house.
The police found the bodies of fifteen women.
The police said Mosh didn’t exist.
***
Her head throbs. She’d drunk a lot, and downed a lot
of pills that she probably shouldn’t have. She opens
her eyes, fearful of light.
No reason to fear. There’s no light except from the
moon. She’s thankful for that. The bedroom is dark
monochrome and fuzzy. Enough light beams in from
the cracked window for her to see that she’s alone.
Sober now, mostly, she decides that the place is a pit.
Smells of beer, old cigarette smoke, and something
else—
Mothballs?
Where the hell is he?
(John Schaefer. He is thirty years old and
somewhat retarded. He lured me here with the promise
of drugs.)
Lured? That isn’t a word she’d use. The
combination of beer and pills is doing funny things to
her head.
Doesn’t matter who he is, because the guy’s gone.
That usually means he’s stiffing you, ripping you off.
She doesn’t worry too much. After all, this is the guy’s
house. He wouldn’t rip her off and leave her here, huh?
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She shakes her head and feels a pain that seems
more than simple hangover. She—
(Betty Dupree. I am twenty-one years old, and I ran
away from home when I was thirteen.)
—Betty steps out of the sagging bed. Her feet sink
into gray pile carpet. The carpet’s filled with dust,
making her feet feel dirty. She’s naked, and the cold
makes her shiver. The second story of this ancient
farmhouse isn’t heated.
Wind creaks wood in the walls and rattles windows
in their frames. She shivers again.
***
All Johnny’s money came from his disability checks, so
they gave Johnny a public defender. The defender’s
name was Larry. Larry said he was Johnny’s friend.
Johnny told Larry about Mosh.
Larry brought in a man with a computer. The man
made faces appear on the computer screen. Johnny
told the man about Mosh’s wild black hair. About
Mosh’s gray-shot beard. About the earring Mosh wore,
the Nazi cross in black red and white enamel. About
how Mosh’s eyes would go cold, and he would sit there
for hours staring at Momma’s TV, even though it didn’t
work no more.
He told them about the three scars on Mosh’s
cheek, and his broken nose, and the cobra tattoo on
his arm that snaked around until you could just see the
tail peeking from the collar of a grease-stained T-shirt.
In the end, the image burning on the monitor’s
screen was Mosh. It was so much Mosh that it
frightened Johnny.
Despite the pictures, no one found Mosh Frazier.
They found a lot of bikers in Johnny’s county, but
none was Mosh. None said they knew Mosh. Most
said, like the police, Mosh didn’t exist. Larry printed up
the computer picture of Mosh and gave it to people,
news people, mostly.
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Once Johnny was scared when the picture showed
up on the TV. But then the picture was gone and the
news talked about Johnny. Johnny listened because
he’d never heard anyone important talk about him
before.
The news told him that he was about to have a
“competency hearing.” Johnny didn’t know what that
was, but if that hearing said so, then Johnny’d go to
court. Johnny didn’t want to go to court. If they found
him guilty he’d face a “mandatory life sentence,” and a
“mandatory empathy treatment,” for every dead body
they’d found.
Empathy treatments sounded scary.
Eventually Johnny had the competency hearing.
They decided that he could stand trial for the murder of
the fifteen women found buried on his land.
***
Betty searches the bedroom for her clothes. She
doesn’t bother turning on the light. Her eyes are
adjusted to the dimness. She moves stacks of
yellowing newsprint, freeing clouds of dust to dance in
the moonlight.
She sneezes.
She finds her bra and panties hiding by the end
table, half-buried in beer cans. Once she does,
memory comes like a voice in her ear—
(My clothes were found downstairs.)
—telling her that the rest of her clothes are
downstairs. She can’t remember much else about last
night. Can’t remember much of anything.
This is a really bad hangover.
To her disgust, she steps on a used condom from
last night. She kicks it away, and it sticks to the wall.
She turns away, feeling a burst of self-loathing. This
place makes her feel dirty. The money doesn’t matter
at the moment, and neither does the vial of meth that
had been promised to her.
She just wants to feel clean.
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The guy—
(John Schaefer. This is his mother’s house. His
mother died ten years ago.)
—Johnny isn’t going to mind if she uses his shower.
That’s what she’ll do. She makes the decision, and
has the odd sensation that someone is deciding things
for her.
She shrugs away the thought.
She’ll take a shower, get what she was owed if she
can get it, and leave. She’ll hitch back to Rochester if
she has to, but she doesn’t want to stay in this house
any longer than necessary. If she stays, she feels that
the house’s rot will eat into her.
Betty walks to the bedroom door. Her feet leave the
carpet and are chilled by unheated hardwood. Her left
foot, the one that had stepped on the condom, sticks
to the floor. She steps over beer cans, food wrappers,
and male clothing.
Mason jars of debris fill the top of the bureau next
to the door, and she nearly knocks one over.
Her hand catches it before she realizes she’d
brushed against it. The move feels as if it was
programmed. Betty is frozen by a momentary sense of
predestination, a sense she is walking inevitably
toward an evil fate.
Betty forces the feeling back. Such an admission
might break her, like this mason jar almost broke upon
the cold hardwood floor.
She stares involuntarily into the jar. Bolts and
washers inside the glass are fused into a solid mass of
rust. Within the mass of fused metal crawl
cockroaches.
Dozens of cockroaches.
She gasps and her hand lets go of the jar. It falls
and she watches, frozen—
(I am frightened. This house frightens me. This
house is supposed to frighten me.)
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—frozen by fear. She doesn’t know why she is
scared by the roaches.
The jar hits the ground and explodes into
fragments.
Washers and bolts are strewn across the floor.
Amid the shrapnel, roaches scurry from the site like an
insect cluster bomb. Glass fragments bite her shins,
her calves, her feet. The sound echoes through her
head as if her skull is exploding, and those are
fragments of her brain scurrying to the shadowcloaked walls.
Johnny isn’t going to like that.
(John Schaefer is dangerous.)
“Shit,” she whispers to the last visible roach, and
she opens the door without moving her feet. Bolts and
glass are caught by the bottom edge of the door. They
scrape across the floor like fingernails on a coffin lid.
“Forget Johnny,” she whispers, “after a shower I am
out of here.”
(John Schaefer is dangerous.)
***
Larry told Johnny that the only chance he had was to
plead “not guilty by reason of insanity.”
“But it was Mosh who did it,” Johnny said, on the
verge of tears.
“I know, Johnny.” Larry said, patting Johnny’s hand.
“But no one has ever seen this Mosh Frazier. There’s
no evidence he ever existed.”
“I saw him. He was my friend.”
Larry nodded. “I know, Johnny. I know that’s what
you believe.”
***
“Where is everybody?” Betty whispers.
There had been other people at the party. She
knows it.
(Tanya Gideon. She’s only sixteen but she’s gone
on so many hard trips that she looks thirty. She was
the third one he—)
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“Tanya?” she calls.
No one answers.
She inches sideways through a hallway too narrow
because of sagging bookcases. The cases hold
tattered cardboard boxes and old cracked-plastic
radios with missing knobs. There’s an old headlight,
radio tubes thirty years beyond use, coke bottles filled
with cigarette ash, and children’s books dog-eared,
water-stained, and smelling of mildew.
She sucks in her tummy and clutches an arm
across her boobs to avoid brushing any of the filthylooking artifacts. She wonders if Johnny might be a
little nuts. Before, he seemed a little dim and helpless.
She and Tanya had taken pity on him when—
(John Schaefer picked us up at a highway rest stop
outside of Rochester. The same highway where he
found the fifteen other—)
—he picked them up.
They picked them up. Not just Johnny.
Betty wonders why she is only thinking of Johnny.
Johnny’s friend is much more frightening. Johnny’s
friend is much more dangerous.
At the end of the hall are the stairs, tall, narrow, dark
as ink. She looks down and feels the dark reaching for
her, sucking her in. Silent whispers urge her on, and
she starts down, not wanting to, powerless to stop.
The shower—
(The indoor bathroom was added long after the
house was built. When John Schaefer’s father lived
there was no indoor water. The shower is downstairs.)
—the shower is down there.
Her clothes are down there.
Tanya is down there.
They are—(he is)—down there.
Betty descends the stairs.
***
During the trial Larry said that Mosh Frazier did exist.
Mosh existed as part of Johnny’s broken personality. If
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Johnny had taken part in the deaths of fifteen women,
it was because of that other part of himself. The part
that was Mosh Frazier. It was Mosh Frazier that was
doing it.
They shouldn’t punish Johnny. They should help
him. Help him get well.
Johnny went along because Larry said it was the
best way, the only way, out of this mess.
But it hurt Johnny’s mind to think that way. Mosh
was a loud fat bull of a man. Mosh was smarter than
Johnny. Mosh gave him beers and said, “you ain’t bad
for a retard.” Mosh knew how to find drugs, and money,
and women who would do anything for either.
None of that’s me, Johnny thought, and I never did
nothing to nobody.
Johnny couldn’t believe that he was Mosh.
***
Betty descends through the dark.
The stairs creak under her feet. The only other
sounds are the winter wind blowing outside and soft
dripping from a faucet somewhere.
Drip. Drip. Drip.
She can’t see. Dark wipes everything with a black
hand. She tries to remember how many steps there
are. Her memory is much too fuzzed by drugs and her
hangover.
And more than drugs, and more than hangover.
Her mouth tastes like paste. Her head feels like a
blood-filled blister throbbing in time to her pulse. Her
skin is cold and sticky. And all she can smell is beer,
cigarette smoke, and her own rank odor.
“Hello?” she calls again, halfway down the blind
stairs.
No answer but the wind and a soft leak from
somewhere.
Drip. Drip. Drip.
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Betty’s heart accelerates. A shadowy sense of deja
vu clouds the aching fog in her skull. This has
happened before—
(I am Betty Dupree. I am John Schaefer’s fourth
victim.)
—happened before. But this is wrong. This is
happening wrong.
She shakes the thought from her head. She
whispers, “Forget the shower. I find my clothes and I’m
gone.”
Her breath burns in her nose and her throat. She
feels her pulse in her neck, her temples, her brain. She
wishes she had the sense to turn on the lights when
she’d been at the head of the stairs.
Still, against her will, pushed by something she
doesn’t understand, she continues downward.
***
In the end, the jury didn’t believe Larry.
Johnny, who could barely read the charges against
him, was convicted for all fifteen murders. He was
sentenced the fifteen mandatory life sentences. He
was also sentenced to fifteen mandatory empathy
treatments.
In the short history of the treatments, no one had
ever been sentenced to so many.
But New York law demanded one treatment for
each of the murdered women.
But none of this meant as much to Johnny as the
realization that he was Mosh Frazier. He had to be
Mosh Frazier. The police couldn’t find Mosh. Everyone
said that Johnny was Mosh. Even the newsman on the
TV said that Johnny was Mosh, or that Johnny had
invented Mosh.
It had to be true.
So Johnny was taken to the state prison, to wait.
Johnny waited as correctional officers programmed the
first empathy treatment from expert testimony and the
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forensic record. All Johnny knew was that it was a long
wait.
***
Drip. Drip. Drip.
Betty stumbles at the bottom of the dark stairs. As
she pitches forward she grabs for support and finds
none.
Her right hand hits the floor first, lands in something
wet, and slides out from under her. She slams into the
hardwood floor. The floor beneath her is hot, sticky,
and wet. Even though she’s dizzy to the point of
passing out or throwing up, she pushes herself up
immediately.
Her head swims back and forth as her feet slip on
the wet floor. Her stomach tries to push its way up
through her throat. She realizes what might be here.
(Tanya Gideon.)
Despite her panic, despite the razor fear ripping at
her heart, she fumbles for the light-bulb chain. She
knows know that the leak is much closer than she’d
thought at first.
Drip.
Closer than the bathroom.
Drip.
Closer than the kitchen.
Drip.
Right next to her.
Her hand finds the chain and pulls it before she is
ready.
Betty is naked in the front hall of the house. In the
living-room, sits Tanya Gideon, sixteen years old that
looks like thirty.
Half of Tanya’s neck is gone.
Tanya’s head bobs at an obscene angle as the
rocking chair silently tilts back and forth.
Back, drip.
Forth, drip.
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Betty gags. She’s covered in Tanya’s blood. She
screams. Backs away. Her feet slip out from under her.
She clutches the light’s chain on the way down.
For a second, the chain remains taut. The light is
extinguished. Betty’s weight rips the chain, the entire
fixture, from the ceiling in a shower of blue sparks.
She smells burning insulation and, finally, the
blood.
Betty rolls over and vomits. Painful spasms fill her
mouth with sour bile and the sting of old alcohol.
She’s bent over, clutching her stomach.
She hears a footstep.
***
Larry said that he was still Johnny’s friend. Larry said
that he would “appeal” the decision. Larry also said that
he would do what he could about the “empathy”
treatments that Larry said were “cruel and unusual.”
Larry said a lot of things that Johnny couldn’t
understand.
What Johnny understood was the fact that he had
to meet Larry in a small gray room that separated them
with a giant sheet of glass as thick as Johnny’s thumb.
What Johnny understood was the fact that Larry could
no longer pat his hand. What Johnny understood was
the fact that Larry might not be his friend.
While Larry appealed, Johnny would have to
endure at least one empathy treatment.
The treatment was supposed to be like one of those
video games, but more. They not only put that funny
helmet on you, but they also put wires into your head.
Johnny didn’t like that. If Mosh was in his head, they
shouldn’t put wires there. It might get Mosh angry—
Worse, they might let Mosh out.
Johnny tried to explain this to them, but they shaved
his head anyway.
***
Beyond the door next to her, on the porch, Betty hears
him.
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(John Schaefer.)
She scrambles to her feet, smearing her own vomit
on her hands and her knees. She gasps for breath and
her heart wants to tear from her ribcage.
Mosh is a maniac.
(John Schaefer is a maniac.)
Betty’s thoughts fly in crazy directions. She
scrambles through the dark. The windows down here
are shuttered and curtained. She’s as blind here as she
was on the stairs. She stumbles away from the sounds
by the door. She can hear it opening, behind her.
In her dash to get away she grabs something soft
and wet. She screams again and stumbles off in
another direction. Behind her she hears Tanya’s body
fall.
Drip.
Thud.
The door creeks and a widening sliver of moonlight
folds open across the blind TV ahead of her. A shadow
crosses the rectangle of light, and Betty runs for the
barely visible kitchen doorway.
***
After the first treatment, Johnny cried for weeks.
The first appeal failed.
Johnny screamed all the way to the second
treatment. They had to restrain him. He whipped his
head so much that they had to inject a sedative to fit
the helmet on him.
After that treatment, Johnny tried to kill himself.
They placed him in solitary confinement for six months.
The second appeal also failed.
As the time for the third treatment came, Johnny
became violent for the first time he could remember.
He clawed, and bit, and the guard sprayed mace in his
eyes. They jabbed a needle in his arm before taking
him from his cell.
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After that treatment, Johnny didn’t move for two
months. The doctors said he was catatonic. The
guards said he was faking.
Five Supreme Court justices said that empathy
treatments weren’t “cruel and unusual.”
The treatments were supposed to make him realize
what those women went through at his, Mosh’s, hands.
Johnny had thought he’d understood that. But he’d
been wrong.
The treatments were worse than anything Johnny
had ever experienced. The drugs wiped his mind, and
voices in his ears convinced him that he wasn’t him. It
was worse than thinking Mosh actually lived inside his
skull. Johnny could believe that Mosh was in his own
head and still know that he was Johnny.
But when they had finished whispering in his ear,
he was no longer Johnny.
When the voices finished whispering, he was one
of the fifteen. He was in their reality, his brain locked
behind the mask and the wires, not knowing the world
it inhabited was no longer the world Johnny lived in.
First they made him Ginger Harper.
Then they made him Pauline Dickinson.
Then they made him Tanya Gideon.
While he was strapped into a sickbed, wired to New
York State’s computers, he lived their last moments.
Wires triggered their fears in him, ignited their pain in
him. And, each time, they took a little more of Johnny
away from him, leaving nothing but death to replace
what they had taken.
For his fourth treatment, four guards and a doctor
came for him. Johnny tried to fight, but he was skinny
and weak from years in prison. The needle found his
arms before he had barely a chance to struggle.
The worst part of all—
Each time, it took the voices less time to convince
him he was someone else.
***
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She’s trapped. There’s no other way out of the kitchen
and the killer is coming toward her. She sees a window
over the sink and she dives for it. Outside there’s
blowing snow and blue moonlit drifts, but she doesn’t
think of the cold. All she thinks of is escape—
(John Schaefer is after me.)
Mosh is after me.
—but her fingers scrape against a handless frame,
painted shut. Her eyes water as a nail peels back to
the quick. She grabs a frying pan from the sink and
throws it against the window.
The window shatters.
The wind claws its way in with icicle scalpels.
The blue night outside turns dead black as light
floods the kitchen.
Reflexively, she turns around to see—
(John Schaefer.)
NO!
—to see Johnny. He’s bundled for the weather, but
she sees blood on his jeans. He’s holding a shovel, not
a snow shovel, but a spade for turning earth. The blade
is caked with mud.
Johnny holds it like a weapon.
She knows that Johnny is going to kill her with the
shovel. Time slows as Johnny raises the shovel above
his head. Betty tries to scream, but her breath is like
molasses in her throat. Her body doesn’t move. The
déjà vu is back, a shade gripping her heart.
It’s Johnny.
Not Mosh.
His face is wrong. His height is wrong. His clothes
are wrong.
This isn’t the man that killed her.
The shovel reaches its apex. She can’t move,
rooted by the same force that moved her hand when
she dislodged the mason jar. The same force that
drove her down the stairs.
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The same devil’s whisper that’s been moving her all
along.
She fights it.
She can almost hear the voice, now. It tells her to
stand still, wait for the shovel to impact her skull. Tells
her to feel the full force of the impact driving bone
fragments through her brain. Tells her to feel what it’s
like to be murdered. Tells her to feel what it’s like to
die.
The voice is dark, seductive...
Her heart shakes her ribcage like a prisoner trying
to escape.
The shovel whistles through the air, arcing toward
her head.
She forces herself to move.
The scene slows even further as she resists the
voice. The shovel’s blade screams closer. She feels,
knows, that she’s been here before.
She’s died here before.
The devil with the dark, dominating voice drives her
through this circle of Hell, again, and again, and again.
Betty is no longer even sure of who she is. She
could be a nineteen year old prostitute named Ginger
Harper. She could be a twenty-six year old waitress
named Pauline Dickinson.
She could even be Tanya Gideon.
That thought, knowing that Tanya’s body is only a
few yards away, allows her to move. Events snap back
to normal speeds as she ducks to the side.
The shovel clangs into the sink.
The gong of impact shatters the devil in her ear.
She can direct her own body for the first time.
Johnny—
(The killer. My killer. Tanya’s killer.)
Johnny is frozen in shock. He isn’t supposed to
miss. Betty knows that he is the devil, supposed to kill
her over and over, until the end of time.
But she can move, and her devil is gone.
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Johnny lifts his shovel, but it is an unwieldy weapon.
Betty sweeps a counter full of crusty dishes to shatter
in his path. Johnny steps back, raising his shovel.
Betty sees a dirty butcher knife.
Like a machine, Johnny raises his shovel. Betty
knows that it is the only attack he can perform,
because Betty Dupree’s body was found with a
shattered skull. She doesn’t know how she knows this,
but she knows that the muttering devil will only allow
Johnny to follow his program. Johnny must kill her. He
must kill her with the shovel.
She won’t let him.
She grabs the knife and closes on Johnny.
His shovel hasn’t reached its apex, and Johnny’s
eyes widen as she plunges the knife, two-handed,
between his collar bones. Even as blood sprays from
his mouth, his shovel still travels upward. He is as
much the devil’s slave as she was.
She yanks the knife and stabs him again.
He backs and tries to bring the shovel to bear, but
she closes and stabs him again.
And again.
And again.
She stabs him until the shovel drops.
She stabs him until he drops.
She kneels over him and stabs him repeatedly. She
yells at the devil, “I’ve killed him. I’ve killed your
torturer. No more! No more death!”
Betty Dupree stabs Johnny. “No more!”
Ginger Harper stabs Johnny. “No more!”
Pauline Dickinson stabs Johnny. “No more!”
Tanya Gideon stabs Johnny. “No more!”
Finally, as the kitchen fades into darkness, Johnny
stabs Johnny. “No more!”
Then there’s only Johnny.
Then nothing.
***
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It hurts when they yank the helmet off. The doctor
leans over with a look of concern. It is the only
sympathy the man’s shown in four separate
treatments.
“Are you ok? Can you understand what I’m saying?”
That’s the voice, the devil’s voice. It seems a
victory, remembering that.
The room is cold, and there are more people here
than usual. More than the guards. They must have
come from beyond the massive oneway mirror that
forms one wall of the empathy room.
“I’m so sorry, Johnny.” The doctor says. “You
shouldn’t have gone through this.”
“Wha?” My voice is slurred. Still drugged.
“You’ve been granted clemency by the governor.”
“Cold.” The word sounds choppy through chattering
teeth. “I need my clothes.” All these people.
The doctor looks puzzled.
Sitting up sends the room spinning. “God, I’m going
to throw up again.”
“You shouldn’t sit up so fast,” says the doctor. “This
last treatment has been a bad one. No one’s gone
through four of them in so short a time.”
The room keeps swaying. Memory’s an unstable
black fog. People talk but the words melt into one
another.
“Treatment? Pardon?” Those words should mean
something.
The doctor’s expression shows concern and,
maybe, guilt. “The California Highway Patrol found a
biker named Eric Frazier in a trailer park—three bodies
were on the property.”
“Eric Frazier?”
“They found Mosh, Johnny,” says one of the prison
guards.
The doctor nods.
“Why are you calling me Johnny?” asks Betty
Dupree.
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Everyone freezes. In the suddenly silent room, the
doctor says, “That’s your name, John Schaefer.”
Betty knows the devil’s voice, and she knows it lies.
She looks the doctor in the eyes. “Johnny tried to kill
me.”
All the color drains from the doctor’s face. He
reaches for her arm and says, “please, Johnny—“
“That’s not my name!” She yanks her arm away
from him. Johnny Schafer, the man who tried to kill her,
is dead.
When she pulls away from the doctor, she faces the
giant one-way mirror that forms one wall of the
empathy room. Betty Dupree sees her reflection in the
mirror.
For a moment she doesn’t believe what she sees.
Then she screams.[GdM]
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An Interview with Anna
Stephens
TOM SMITH

Salutations GdM readers. She led us a merry chase,
but we caught up with Anna Stephens.
If you are not familiar with Anna Stephens, she
recently released her debut Godblind on the world and
it did not disappoint. I was fortunate enough to pilfer an
advanced copy and I was suitably impressed. Anna
may look sweet and innocent, but make no mistake—
she is fully immersed in the grimdark.
[TS] Anna, thanks for stopping by.
[AS] Hi Tom! Thanks for inviting me to chat. I hope to
be suitably grim for your readership…
[TS] Not a lot of people know that you are a martial
nd
artist as well as a writer—having earned your 2
degree black belt in Shotokan karate. How do you feel
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that your martial arts background has helped you when
it comes to doing fight scenes in your book?
[AS] I think it’s been one of the biggest weapons in my
writing arsenal, to be completely honest. I try my best
to write very visual fight scenes, describing each duck
and pivot and strike, to draw in my audience. In order
to best effect that, I have a tendency to walk through
the fights from both points of view and write exactly
how my body moves. It makes for some embarrassing
moments if my husband walks in and I’m brandishing
a bokken (wooden practice sword) at thin air, though.
I’m not a sword fighter (yet, it’s something I’d love
to get into) but a lot of karate moves are taken from
armed combat. The story goes that karate isn’t a
samurai art; it was invented by the lower classes who
were forbidden to train with weapons. So instead they
took the movements and stances of armed combat and
replaced the weapons with their hands and feet (and
farming implements—nunchaku, or as they’re now
annoyingly known, nunchucks). For this reason, a
sword hand strike (the classic ‘karate chop’ or shuto
uke) used to block a punch, for example, would in
armed combat be a slice to the inside of the elbow,
severing the tendons and the brachial artery and
disabling the attacker’s sword arm.
Because the movements are very similar, it enables
me to envision exactly how a fight will pan out for both
antagonists.
[TS] What is it about Great Britain (or the old country
as my old man from Wales likes to call it) that seems
to produce such a large percentage of our current crop
of popular grimdark authors?
[AS] The weather?
Um, seriously, I’d say it’s probably the very rich vein
of pagan history, our folklore and mythology,
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Shakespeare, and of course Tolkien, that makes the
UK good at fantasy, and perhaps particularly grimdark.
Saxons, Angles, Vikings, Celts, Gaels, Romans,
Normans…our history is a tapestry of invasion and
multi-culturalism, with each people bringing their own
mythology and folklore to meld with ours. It’s one of the
reasons I’m so disgusted with, and amused by, idiots
like the English Defence League; I mean, seriously,
which bit of ‘English culture’ are they trying to
preserve? We’ve been made up of different races,
religions and gene pools for thousands of years.
And then of course there were the other stories we
learnt and absorbed into our culture during our own
conquests. I’m not in any way proud of what the British
Empire did—there’s far too much blood on our hands
for that—but we absorbed tales and myths from the
people we conquered as well as those who conquered
us.
I think all those stories have woven into the fabric
of what it means to be British, and those of us who
write draw on that as inspiration.
[TS] What brought you to writing grimdark? Was it
reading another author’s works, something on TV, or
was it just the natural direction that your writing evolved
into?
[AS] I think it was definitely the latter. Godblind has
been a work in progress for a very long time—more
than ten years—and I originally wrote it as a high
fantasy like Tolkien or Poul or Elizabeth Moon. But
every time I came to revise it, I realized there was just
something wrong with it. I couldn’t believe in these
morally pure characters, and the villains were so bad
as to be cartoonish, without a redeeming feature. As
soon as I began painting more three-dimensional
characters, bad guys with good sides, good guys with
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evil streaks, they came alive and started demanding
attention, demanding stories and action and travel.
I was a huge fan of high fantasy and historical
fiction as a kid, so I was always going to write
something in a medieval European setting, but it was
only as it became darker and less clean-cut that it
started to develop a spark, a certain something that I
knew, I believed, would one day be a published book.
[TS] The early days of fantasy were very maledominated on the author side of things, what do you
think it is about grimdark that has seen the rise of so
many incredible female authors such as yourself, Anna
Smith-Spark, Deborah Wolf, Teresa Frohock, Aliette
de Bodard, and many others?
[AS] I’m not sure whether we’ve burst onto the scene
because of grimdark, or grimdark has burst onto the
scene because of us. I think it’s probably more to do
with the slowly changing tastes of readers. Publishers
are more willing to take a chance on female writers
who don’t write romantic fantasy, and readers are
more willing to give us a chance when they see our
books on the shelves.
I wonder whether, in fact, it’s not that we haven’t
always been here, it’s that we’re finally being allowed
to tell our stories from the same stages as male writers
and we’re getting the recognition we deserve. Before
any of those writers you mention above, there was
Robin Hobb, and it shames me to admit that for years
I thought she was a he. A man called Robin. Because
I didn’t see how she could write characters like Fitz and
Chade and the Fool and be allowed to do so as a
woman. Surely no man would read her books if he
knew she was a she.
When I realized she was a she, I was delighted. It
made me realise that perhaps this gritty, scrappy little
book I was pouring my heart into might actually have a
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future. I just hope that we continue to attract new
readers, of all genders, and that publishing continues
to take chances on us.
[TS] The Mireces are an interesting group of
antagonists. I found myself trying to mentally put them
into a box of previously seen villains and I couldn’t
quite do it, which is a credit to your hard work. How
would you describe them as a people?
[AS] Thank you for saying that!
The Mireces as a whole were a difficult bunch to
write. Someone put in a review that they didn’t
understand why on earth anyone would worship the
Red Gods when they were so horrible, but it’s far more
complex than that. Why did people worship the old
testament Christian god? He was all fire and brimstone
and no matter how good you were, you were going to
hell because you were born a sinner. So why did they
worship him?
Why did the Aztecs worship gods who demanded
tens of thousands of human sacrifices a year? Why do
people self-flagellate (no, you’re thinking of the rude
word that sounds like that) to atone for their sins?
It’s an unfortunate fact that people do awful things
in the name of a benevolent god in our world today.
I’ve always found this interesting—If your god wants
you to get on with everybody, how can you twist his
words to justify killing people?
I wanted to explore this from the other side—just
how nasty and heartless and cruel would you be if your
gods demanded human sacrifice, if they made you
swear blood oaths that tied your souls to them for
eternity? So that’s why the Red Gods are as they are.
If you can commit atrocities in the name of a gentle
god, are you a better or a worse person than one who
commits atrocities in the name of an evil god?
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I was surprised to find that the Mireces are just
people like everyone else, albeit they live closer to the
edge between light and dark and their yearly rituals are
a lot more terrible. But if you look at Valan, for example,
King Corvus’s bodyguard, he’s just a guy trying to do
the right thing by his king and his gods. He’s not
inherently evil.
[TS] In Godblind we only see a small portion of the
world you built, will we see more beyond the Mireces
and Rilporian lands in the next book?
[AS] Yes, the action will spread south to the country of
Krike and its people, the Krikites, also known as the
Wild Men. They have a big role to play, particularly in
book 3. Before that, however, we have one hell of an
epic siege to try and survive.
I was keen to keep events quite close in Godblind;
there are hundreds of fantasy novels that span
continents and entire worlds, and I wanted to write
something that was much more insular and small. I
wanted an epic scope but within a small geography.
Hopefully I managed that.
[TS] Did you draw any inspiration from our own
mythologies when creating the gods in the Godblind
world, or did you set out to create something
completely different?
[AS] Harking back to my point about mythology earlier,
yes, I deliberately took echoes of our pagan heritage
to inform both sets of gods. I use pagan terminology
like Litha (midsummer) and Yule, the importance of
sacred fires and sacred pools etc. throughout. Gilda
can hear the Dancer in the rustle of leaves on a tree,
whereas Lanta has to shed blood to hear hers. Both
were customs practiced in the pre-Christian era.
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I did a lot of reading into pagan practice, Wicca and
Celtic shamanism to try and give the religious aspects
of Godblind an authentic feel. Some people have
connected Dom with Jesus, which wasn’t my intention
at all, but looking at his character arc I can see the
whole temptation by the devil thing at work, so I
understand how they’ve made that connection. Jesus
knew he would be tempted and killed though, and Dom
just really really wants to live.
[TS] As the younger Anna growing up, what works
were your gateway into the fantasy genre?
[AS] I was a big fan of the Dragonriders of Pern, the
Lord of the Rings, the Riftwar saga and books like that,
but I was also a massive fan of Roald Dahl and
historical fiction. I came to fantasy quite late; I spent
most of my childhood reading Sharon Penman and
th
pretending I was a 13 century princess of House
Plantagenet.
There were also a lot of great films during my
childhood, which I’d argue are still great, even if they
haven’t aged well—or because of it. Sometimes
settling back and accepting the dodgy special effects
and rubber monster suits is the best part of re-watching
old films.
The Dark Crystal, the Princess Bride, Labyrinth,
Krull, the Black Cauldron, the Neverending Story, Star
Wars, Sinbad… Fantasy was huge in the 80s, and
although I might have been reading more historical
fiction, I was certainly watching a lot of fantasy and it’s
probably a melding of those two genres that has been
the biggest influence on me and my writing.
Unfortunately, I never played D&D, which I do
regret. I wonder how different my writing would be if I
had.
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[TS] With the incredible volume of fantasy on the
market, how difficult is it to steer clear of tropes and
commonly known works when developing new ideas
for books? Do you have someone in your life you
bounce ideas off of or do you work your way through it
alone?
[AS] With the Godblind trilogy, the outline and premise
are all done and were all created by me alone—I didn’t
talk to anyone about my writing, so I didn’t have
anyone to discuss ideas with.
It’s different now because my agent and editor will
suggest revisions or different outcomes, and I’m much
more open about plots with my husband too. I’m toying
with some ideas for what might come after this trilogy
and I’m definitely using people as a sounding board for
that—It needs to be different to Godblind, but not too
different. It still needs to be recognizably Anna
Stephens. That’s quite a tricky line to tread—I don’t
want to write another Godblind, but I don’t want to write
something no one will recognize.
But at the end of the day, those things are tropes
because they’re perennially interesting. People want
quests, they want dangers, they want the protagonists
to fall in love, they want evil to be defeated, they want
self-sacrifice. I think it would be impossible to write a
book that had none of those things.
Thinking of books I’ve read recently that have been
genuinely new and fresh—The Vagrant, by Peter
Newman. A mute protagonist. But it’s still a quest
within a war. Ancillary Justice, by Anne Leckie. A ship’s
AI hive mind destroyed, and only a fragment of it left
alive in one single body. But it’s still a journey of selfdiscovery.
I’m not taking anything away from those books, as
they have genuinely broken new ground for me. But
there are only so many stories in the world; it’s not
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about avoiding those tropes, it’s about making them
fresh and new and unique to you and your story.
[TS] If you could work in a shared universe with any
writer out there, who would you choose and why?
[AS] That last time I was asked this I said Scott Lynch,
but this time I’m going to go with Sir Terry Pratchett.
The Discworld novels are some of the best and most
intricate studies of human nature I’ve ever read, and
the potential for absolutely anything to happen is a
basic tenet of Discworld books. He never shied away
from the utter ridiculousness of humanity, or tried to
hide our basic nature as lazy, warlike, stupid animals.
It takes a very special talent to make us laugh at that
depiction of ourselves.
I never got to meet the great man, and I don’t love
every one of his books—his early books were him
developing his style and approach, and his later books
were clearly and tragically affected by his illness. But,
he did so much to put fantasy on the map and to make
it accessible to ‘non-fantasy readers’. Plus, he was
funny as hell and I’d love to learn how to write more
humour in my books.
#BeMoreTerry
[TS] Can you tell us anything about your up and
coming projects we can look forward to?
[AS] I’m just about to get edits back for Godblind book
2, which is currently titled Darksoul. It was really
exciting finally getting to write book 2 of this epic that’s
been in my head for so many years, so I can’t wait to
get stuck in to making that the best it can be. All I can
really say about that is, if you thought Dom had it rough
before, you ain’t seen nothing yet.
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Then, of course, there’s book 3 to round out the
trilogy, when true natures are revealed and the battle
for the soul of Rilpor comes to its climax.
While I wait for Darksoul’s edits, there’s the other
project I’m pondering, which looks like it’ll be a trilogy
in a brand new world that’s very different to Rilpor and
Gilgoras.
Other than that, there will be a short story in the Art
of War anthology being collated by Booknest, and then
you fabulous folks will have a grimdark short from me
early next year.
[TS] Anna, it’s been great having you here. Thank you
so much for taking the time.
[AS] Thank you! It’s been a blast.[GdM]
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Barbarians or
Philosophers?
What psychology has to say about grimdark fans
and their dark obsession
MATTHEW CROPLEY AND VICTORIA BRIDGLAND

We grimdark readers and writers are often written-off
as the dark creatures hiding in the caves of
fantasyland, eager to feast upon depictions of horrible
gore, morally reprehensible characters, and pointless
violence. Why would we prefer what some bloggers
have written-off as “splatterporn” and “a beast that will
devour our souls if we let it” (Simon 2013), when there
are works of heroic fantasy that have none of the
questionable morality, grit or violence endemic to
grimdark fantasy?
To this end, I recruited PhD candidate Victoria
Bridgland of Flinders University, who studies cognition,
emotion and fear responses, and we’ve put together a
miniature literature review to help us answer this
question. This article is by no means intended to be a
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comprehensive review of responses to violent
entertainment. Instead, the purpose of this article is to
discuss some of the recent advancements in this field
of study and how they can help us understand why
readers may be attracted to grimdark versus other
forms of fantasy entertainment).
While at first it may appear that the allure of
grimdark is in its cheap, violent thrills, Ms. Bridgland
and I propose that there’s a deeper reason that so
many are drawn to darker, more morally ambiguous
fantasy. Through looking at current psychological
research, we hope to establish why grimdark fans
might enjoy grimdark fantasy over more traditional
heroic fantasy, and what differences there are between
those who love grimdark and those who don’t like it.
It’s our hypothesis that grimdark fans gain a deep
fulfilment and enhanced personal well-being by
engaging with grimdark fantasy, and that their
particular dispositions mean that the violence common
to grimdark doesn’t detract from this deeper
engagement, but enhances it beyond simple thrills.
Opponents of grimdark have long written off our
brand of fantasy as shallow and filled with everincreasing amounts of grit and violence in some kind
of arms-race to discover who can be the most
shocking. For instance, Jesse (2013) accuses
grimdark writers as saturating their works with sex and
violence in order to achieve ‘cheap sensationalism’ in
order to entice readers to buy books. Further, Simon
argues that more wholesome forms of fantasy are
being replaced by an ‘unending, ever-increasing,
bloodshot craving for the pleasures of torture and the
pornography of pain’. Similarly, a blogger by the name
of ‘the G’ (2013) states that grimdark contains
gratuitous violence that ‘exists primarily to push the
envelope and to shock, titillate and excite (usually
male) audiences’. Are these writers correct? Why
would grimdark readers willingly approach and, in
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many cases, enjoy portrayals of seemingly senseless
violence, bloodshed and aggression? Notable
grimdark authors utterly disagree: Michael R. Fletcher
(2015) states on his blog that he ‘certainly didn’t’ set
out to write grimdark, and that he wasn’t even aware of
the subgenre when writing. He just wrote the book he
wanted to write. Fletcher reached out to other authors,
including Django Wexler, Anthony Ryan, Marc Turner
and more, who all rejected the idea of writing in some
sort of grim arms race, and none of them said that they
set out to intentionally write grimdark. Joe Abercrombie
takes this further in his essay The Value of Grit (2013),
by suggesting that grimdark adds realism to fantasy,
and points out that grimdark literature doesn’t stick to
the dark end of the spectrum, but allows the inclusion
of dark content, which is of course necessary when
exploring the full range of the human condition. He
says that ‘one person’s disgracefully titillating torture
porn can be another’s searing examination of how far
one might go to get the truth’Blogger Aiden Moher
(2012) summarized the point well in his review of Mark
Lawrence’s oft-denigrated as ‘too violent’—Prince of
Thorns, stating that ‘Prince of Thorns is a dark novel
and often hard to read, but by the end it’s not dark for
the sake of shock value, or dark simply to allow
Lawrence to explore some sick part of his soul; rather,
it’s dark because exploring those lightless depths is
central to the core themes of Jorg’s story.’ This
argument has raged for some years, but so far both
sides present evidence that is purely anecdotal,
opinionated, and speculative. Therefore I set out to
discover whether there is any empirical, psychological
research that might illuminate the issue in a more
objective way.
So, what evidence exists to suggest that grimdark
fans are indeed bloodthirsty creatures in search of
sadistic spectacles of shock and horror? For many
years, it seemed that the answer to this question was
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that some people tolerate graphic depictions of
violence and deplorable moral acts as a source of
amusement, thrill, and suspense. Zuckerman (1979)
for instance famously identified the personality trait
dubbed sensation seeking, whereby individuals take
risks for the sake of varied, novel and intense
sensations. For these people, discomfort caused by
negative stimuli is reinterpreted as feelings of pleasure
and arousal. Alternatively, Zillmann (1980) argued that
individuals endure aversive events because they
understand that positive feelings of relief are enhanced
in the aftermath by the remaining psychological
arousal.
More recently, Andrade and Cohen (2007) found
that for individuals who enjoy horror films a
coactivation of both positive and negative affect is
present when watching. That is, for people who
reported liking horror films, both positive and negative
emotions increase when watching, while those who
said they disliked the genre reported an increase in
negative affect only. But why would someone endure
negative and positive emotions if they could expose
themselves to sources of positive entertainment only?
Andrade and Cohen offer a potential explanation for
this;\: it may be that negative affect is a guaranteed
source of psychological arousal that is converted into
positive affect and enhances positive emotions.
Alternatively, viewers who like horror may experience
levels of uncertainty and curiosity that produce a more
overall pleasurable experience than that derived by
purely positive affect only. This may help explain why
someone would prefer grimdark over traditional
fantasy which may be a more obvious choice for a
source of strictly ‘pleasant’ entertainment. It may be
that grimdark readers, like those who like horror films,
seek the guaranteed source of arousal that is provided
by the negative themes, and that this arousal
enhances concurrent feelings of positive affect, which
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seems to support the notion that grimdark fans do in
fact just enjoy the cheap thrills provided by violence.
However, recent literature suggests that this may
not be the whole story and that motivations for the
consumption of negative entertainment may not be so
simple. Specifically, Oliver and Raney (2011, p.985)
make the distinction between a purely hedonistic
motive—derived from pleasure—and one motivated by
‘eudaimonic appreciation’—a state characterised by
the desire to elaborate on thoughts and feelings and to
“search for and ponder life’s meanings, truths, and
purposes”. Aptly dubbed “truth-seeking”, eudaimonic
forms of entertainment are focused upon realistic and
socially relevant topics which force the viewer to
confront painful truths about the self and reality
(Bartsch & Schneider, 2014). For instance, Oliver and
Hartmann (2010) found that participants who viewed
dramas and more serious films—opposed to comedy
or action films—“reflected on the value and
fleetingness of life, the importance of human virtue and
endurance, and the inevitability of sadness, cruelty,
and pain as part of the human condition” (cited in
Bartsch, 2012, p.8). It would be immediately evident to
any reader of grimdark fantasy, that a clear
distinguishing factor between grimdark and more
traditional heroic fantasy, is that grimdark includes
those negative aspects of the human condition,
whereas heroic fantasy tends to shy away from them.
Incompatible with hedonistic motivations, truthseeking entertainment is typically characterized by
negative or mixed feelings (Bartsch, 2012). However,
studies have shown that eudaimonic evaluation of selfrelevant negative information can lead to long term
improvements in emotional well-being (Ryan, Huta &
Delci, 2006). Further, the truth-seeking and often
counterhedonistic nature of eudaimonic entertainment
can be contrasted starkly against that of escapist forms
of entertainment media. Fantasy in all its forms is
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escapist; however, in this case escapism refers to
entertainment that allows one to enjoy a “brain holiday”
from everyday concerns “to worlds of ease and beauty
where stories always come to a just or happy end”
(Bartsch & Schneider, 2014, p.369). Heroic fantasy,
unlike grimdark, allows readers to escape from the
nature of the human condition, but those consuming
truth-seeking eudaimonic entertainment are forced to
confront socially relevant and often uncomfortable
topics.
The
truth-seeking
nature
of
eudaimonic
entertainment echoes what many authors have
already argued about the nature of grimdark (see
Abercrombie and Moher above). Grimdark confronts
real themes and painful truths about the world, and is
therefore more of a eudaimonic, ‘truth-seeking’ form of
entertainment than traditional heroic fantasy, which
seems to be more about hedonistic enjoyment and
escape to a world where the nature of the human
condition is more idealised. Grimdark, while still set in
a secondary fantasy world, is more about exploring the
true nature of life through the entertaining lens of a
fantasy adventure, whereas heroic fantasy seems to
be more about how ‘good’ should conquer ‘evil’.
Notions of good and evil are rarely relevant in real life.
Real life isn’t black and white like heroic fantasy can
be, and shades of grey are what grimdark is concerned
with. Thus, it appears that grimdark fantasy is a
eudaimonic form of entertainment, whereas heroic
fantasy is a hedonistic form of entertainment.
Grimdark also allows us to address the more sordid
aspects of the human psyche. The Stanford Prison
experiment showed us that normal college students
could be transformed—in under a week’s time—into
sadistic prison guards, capable of inflicting immense
psychological distress to their faux prisoners
(Zimbardo, 1973). And the Milgram shock experiments
(1963), which taught us that everyday people will
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commit atrocious acts, if directed by a figure of
authority, via the diffusion of responsibility.
Collectively, these experiments also helped us gain
insight into the nature of war crimes and how good
people might only be a bad situation away from
willingly participating in horrendous acts—making one
realize, for instance, that there may not actually be that
much of a difference between the nature a Nazi SS
officer and oneself. Humans can’t be boxed neatly into
categories of ‘good’ and ‘bad’—we’re a bit more
complex than that. Refusing to address this immutable
fact, and just escaping to magical lands where heroes
are always good and never besmirch themselves with
questionable morality is like putting blinkers on and
shoving fingers in your ears. In a more realistic world,
a ‘hero’ could easily find himself doing seemingly evil
things. Like a Nazi, Glotka (Abercrombie’s The First
Law series) can retain a significant position in a flawed
society and avoid responsibility for his actions because
he is granted the authority to perform sadistic acts. It’s
interesting to get into the mind of a character like this
because it helps us understand the world we live in and
how people such vile people can exist.
However, it’s not only interest in real world issues
and the troubling nature of the human psyche that is
examined by ‘truth-seeking’ entertainment—and we
theorise, Grimdark in particular—but also making
meaning out of one’s own existence. People tend to
carry what are called ‘justice beliefs’ regarding the
nature of the world and how it should work (See
Anderson, Fitzsimons, and Kay, 2013, for review).
These beliefs are typically characterized by the idea
that the world is a just place and that outcomes should
be related to the kind of person someone is—e.g., “bad
things shouldn’t happen to good people” and “people
get what they deserve and deserve what they get”.
When these beliefs are challenged (for example, when
a bad thing happens to a good person for no just
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reason), we go to extraordinary efforts to reduce the
feelings of dissonance—aversive arousal created
when our beliefs don’t match actual events—that we
experience. This dissonance can often be resolved by
simply focusing on good things that happen to the
person later in life so that the negative event is
“balanced out” or on aspects of the victim that justify
their negative fortune (Anderson et al., 2013).
However, what happens when there is seemingly no
reason at all for bad things to happen to good people?
When no one can be faulted and no external rewards
act as reparations? In this case, in order to reduce
dissonance, people tend to focus on ‘immaterial
rewards such as deeper insight, social connections
and personal growth’ (Bartsch & Hartmann, 2015,
p.23)
This effect has been demonstrated in various ways.
For instance, when people face traumatic life events
with no real meaning attached (e.g., the sudden death
of a loved one), they tend to report some benefit in their
experiences such as personal growth and the
strengthening of family bonds (Davis, NolenHoeksema & Larson, 1998). Applied more directly to
an experimental context, Anderson, Fitzsimons, and
Kay (2013) had participants view traumatic
photographs and then gave or did not give them
monetary compensation for the task. Results revealed
that those who were not compensated for their
participation (and were thus given no external
justification for their negative experience) reported
more meaning in their own lives than those who were
given money. Thus, because there was no intrinsic
award for their negative experience, in order to reduce
dissonance, participants were forced to find another
justification and perceived their own lives as more
meaningful.
We can apply these concepts to the appreciation of
seemingly gratuitous violence and heartache seen in
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many grimdark works. For example, when Caine goes
through hell to rescue his wife in Matthew Stover’s
Heroes Die, only to end up crippled and locked in a
loveless marriage at the beginning of the sequel, more
miserable than he was to begin with, it’s engaging to
read deeper into this, and seek meaning on the often
nihilistic, unfair nature of reality. It’s far more satisfying
than reading about characters who come back from
their quest with riches and glory, since we know, deep
down, that the world is rarely that fair.
Bartsch and Hartmann (2015) argue that this
meaning-making may be why viewers are drawn to
stories where likable and innocent characters come to
unjust violent ends because it may help us to make
sense of similar real-world happenings. For instance, it
may force the viewer to search for meaningful
immaterial rewards—rather than intrinsic awards—as
compensation for the misfortune of the victim, such as
in the example from Heroes Die, where Caine does in
fact become much wiser about the nature of the world
due to his harrowing experiences. This, in turn, lets us
think about how harrowing experiences in our own
lives may actually enrich us as people, and this is
innately satisfying. There appears to be meaning to be
made from, what is on the surface, seemingly
senseless and unjustified violence.
This meaning-making can also work in various
ways—readers might even re-evaluate entertainment
that deals with issues of violence in meaningful ways
as less negative in nature. For instance, Bartsch and
Mares (2014) found that while perceptions of gore
were found to detract from film viewing interest, this
effect was no longer present when perceived levels of
meaningfulness were high. In other words, when
viewers believed that the depiction of violence would
be highly meaningful, their viewing interest was no
longer affected by any level of perceived goriness.
Applying this to interest in grimdark, this could mean
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that once a reader ascertains a certain threshold of
meaningfulness from the story—perhaps due to some
of the processes described above—they’re no longer
bothered by graphic depictions of gore and violence.
For example, in Steven Erikson’s highly acclaimed
Gardens of the Moon, there are a couple of particularly
violent scenes towards to beginning, specifically the
battle at Pale and the fallout from the Hounds visiting
a village. These shouldn’t be written off as appalling
depictions of violence by the reader, or even as
titillating bits of ‘torture-porn’. Rather, the violence
should be accepted as a necessary aspect of what is
a commentary on the futility of war and the unfortunate
way an uncaring world grinds everyday people into
dust.
What then makes a grimdark fan’s tastes different
from someone who hates the subgenre? An answer
may be found in disposition-based theories which have
previously been applied to audience attraction to
various entertainment genres. In this context,
“disposition” refers to virtues or moral principles that a
particular individual prizes most highly. Zillmann
(2000), for example, proposes that every individual
subscribes to a different “morality subculture”—a
“shared value system among groups of individuals who
judge observed behavior utilizing similar moral
frameworks”. This work has been extended (See Haidt
and Joseph, 2004; Haidt and Graham, 2007) with the
proposal that moral judgements are based upon five
modules: harm, fairness, ingroup/loyalty, authority,
and purity. Members of different morality subcultures
place different modules at the forefront, and this can
explain why some find grimdark fiction reprehensible,
while others find it satisfying. The modules we’re most
concerned with regarding grimdark are fairness and
harm.
Tamborini, Eden, Grizzard and Lachlan (2012),
found that that “justification for violence should have a
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greater appeal for individuals who find fairness to be
particularly important”. Essentially, they found that
people who prioritise fairness, but don’t have a huge
aversion to violence, enjoyed and found more meaning
in violent content with what they perceived to be a
strong ‘justified’ or ‘fair’ motivation. Thus, it’s not that
we enjoy gratuitous violence for its own sake, but while
we may enjoy some violence we require meaning
behind it, and a strong appeal of fairness and justice.
Additionally, Eden, Oliver, Tamborini, Woolley &
Limperos (2008), found that differences in the viewer’s
perceived importance of these modules indicate
differences in which characters viewers of films identify
as heroes and villains. This can explain the classic
grimdark ‘anti-hero’ and why we empathise with them.
While this effect is present in films, I would go so far as
to suggest that it’s heightened by the deep point of
view (POV) found within grimdark literature, since we
often judge POV characters not on their external
actions, but on their internal decisions. The motivations
for doing harm have to be justified and fair. ‘Evil’
motivations don’t produce higher satisfaction in the
viewer. Thus arises the idea of ‘moral ambiguity’—
which can be defined as the conflict between notions
of fairness and not doing harm. Characters just doing
harm for selfish unjustified reasons are still hated by
those who enjoy violent content.
What this means is that grimdark fans may have
predisposition to enjoying a grittier, darker and more
morally ambiguous type of fiction. While the actions of
a character like, Zosia from Alex Marshall’s A Crown
for Cold Steel might seem objectively morally
reprehensible, grimdark fans (if they’re like me) relish
seeing her mete out brutal retribution on those who
have done her wrong, despite the fact that in doing so
she does things like burn a young man alive. People
who dislike grimdark, however, may find her actions
reprehensible regardless of any justification.
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In the debate between those who love grimdark,
and those who hate it, there is, I’ll concede, some
evidence for either side. For those who claim that
grimdark fans read because they enjoy the thrill that
comes with depictions of violence, there’s some
research, as noted above, to back this up. However,
there seems to be much more recent evidence that
supports grimdark fans gaining a deep fulfilment and
enhanced personal well-being by engaging with
grimdark fantasy. The dark and violent aspects of
grimdark help it reflect the human condition in all its
complex glory, whereas heroic fantasy is limited to an
idealized portrayal of good and evil. Lack of material
rewards and the unfairness and violence of grimdark
worlds mirror our own, and help us see that the true
rewards in life are increased wisdom and
understanding of the nature of reality. Grimdark fans
like the subgenre because its anti-heroes share their
high regard for justice and righteous vengeance, and
that disposition means that the violence common to
grimdark doesn’t detract from deep engagement with
exploration of humanity, in all its glorious shades of
grey.
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Review: Under the
Pendulum Sun
BY JEANNETTE NG
REVIEW BY MALRUBIUS

Over on his blog, Mark Lawrence (Broken Empire, Red
Queen’s War, Red Sister) is making an effort to “nail
down grimdark.” In doing so he offers two camps of
people with differing views of what grimdark means:
“[T]here are grimdark aficionados who see the term as
descriptor for an aesthetic that requires the presence
of a number of distinct elements which may include
moral greyness, bleakness, and nihilism, and there are
an (apparent majority) who just see it as the setting on
a control knob relating to general levels of violence and
ickyness...” We here at GdM tend to lean towards the
first camp. Don’t get me wrong—we love the stabby
stuff, the blood, the muck, the dismemberment, and an
occasional crippled torturer shitting in his bed, but it’s
really the morally grey, bleak worldview that makes us
stay up into the wee hours with the glare of the Kindle
on our faces. Which brings me to Under the Pendulum
Sun by Jeannette Ng. Although only one person gets
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stabbed throughout the book’s 416 pages (I admit, a
few more characters deserved a few slashes, but
nevertheless) Under the Pendulum Sun is decidedly
bleak, nihilist, and perhaps the most morally grey novel
you will read in some time. In addition to being
grimdark to those of us in the aesthetic camp, Under
the Pendulum Sun is also beautifully written,
evocative, provocative, fascinating, and, foremost,
fantastic in the true sense of the word. [Unfortunately,
because I received an uncorrected advance copy of
this book from the publisher, I am not allowed to quote
directly from the text, despite its beautiful language
and vivid imagery.]
Under the Pendulum Sun tells the story of
Catherine Helstone, a provincial young Englishwoman
in the mid-1800s. Catherine travels to Arcadia, land of
the fae, to check up on her brother, Laon, a missionary
who has travelled to Arcadia to convert the fae
creatures to Christianity. She has not heard from her
brother in quite some time, so she has decided to
board a ship for the unknown and unchartable land of
Arcadia and check on his well-being as well as the
success of his mission. Upon her ship’s getting lost
enough for the voyage to actually find Arcadia,
Catherine is shuffled through the mist directly to her
brother’s castle, Gethsemane, and told not to go
outside. (For those of us unfamiliar with Christian
theology and symbolism, Gethsemane in Biblical lore
is the garden where Jesus and his disciples prayed
and slept on the night before his crucifixion.) However,
Laon is not there. Catherine is greeted by a
housekeeper, Miss Davenport, and a steward of sorts,
Mr Benjamin, a goblinoid with speckled birch bark skin.
Catherine waits at Gethsemane until her brother finally
arrives, and things start getting even weirder.
The story is told in Catherine’s first-person point of
view, which beautifully captures the sense and
th
sensibility of 19 century gothic novels like Wuthering
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Heights and Jane Eyre as well as later novels that
contain gothic themes of entrapment, extreme
distress, and the inexplicable such as Turn of the
Screw and Tess of the D’Urbervilles. When she arrives
at Arcadia, Catherine is distraught about the lack of
correspondence from her beloved brother. When she
finds he is not home and she takes a room in tower of
Gethsemane, she is nearly frantic. And a damned door
that leads to nothing but open air and a steep drop
keeps mysteriously opening no matter how many times
she is sure she has closed and locked it. Much of a
story is in the telling (in the opinion of this humble
reviewer, anyhow), and Under the Pendulum Sun, with
its nod to the great gothic novels and its complex
themes, is top notch literary fiction in addition to being
crazy and dark as hell.
While waiting at Gethsemane, Catherine is
entertained by Miss Davenport and Mr Benjamin. Miss
Davenport seems to be quite friendly and has spent a
good deal of time in London and is therefore more
cosmopolitan than Catherine herself. And Mr
Benjamin, Catherine soon finds, is Laon’s most devout
convert, but in Laon’s absence he has an agonizing
habit of asking Catherine, herself an extremely devout
Christian, an endless stream of extremely unsettling
and unanswerable theological questions.
She also finds some writings of the missionary,
Roche, who preceded Laon and who seems to have
met a mysterious but decidedly unhappy end. Part of
her mission is to bring Roche’s papers back to
England—without reading them. Not likely. She delves
right into the papers and discovers many references to
the Enochian language, the language of angels and
pre-human beings, which she knows will be key to
learning Roche’s fate. While surreptitiously perusing
Roche’s papers, she learns much about the fae
creatures by whom she is surrounded, most
importantly perhaps, that the fae love to lie and
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obfuscate, and would just as soon tell a deliberate
falsehood than the truth for no other reason than to
fuck with humans’ minds. Thus her interactions with
everyone she meets must be highly guarded and are
fraught with confusion.
Theological questions abound in Under the
Pendulum Sun, mostly regarding the parables of
Jesus, and the obsequious Mr Benjamin’s concerns
with the matter of the Christian elect. Was his seed
“sown on stony ground,” so despite his devotion to
Jesus and Christianity he and his kind will wither away
on their way to endless fire and brimstone? The fae are
not mankind—are they excluded from God’s grace?
And if so, why the fuck is there a missionary here trying
to convert them all? This may seem like a lot of
Christianity for a grimdark novel about fae creatures,
but rest assured this is only a taste of the depths that
questions, especially from the parables, befuddle the
characters in this novel. And, indeed, they may
sometimes befuddle the reader as well but they form
an integral part of the main themes of the novel and
ultimately its grimdarkness. Definitely do not let that
scare you away from this fascinating novel. I myself am
an atheist who knows less about Christianity than
about how to play the French horn, and I enjoyed every
minute of it. In fact, most books on writing advise using
some specialised knowledge (mining in Graham
Austin-King’s Faithless, the life a travelling actor in The
Name of the Wind) to entertain readers and provide
verisimilitude. Laon and Catherine are authentic
missionaries, deeply concerned with the Christian
implications of all that they do. And what they do is grim
indeed.
Were Under the Pendulum Sun merely a treatise on
Christian theology with fairies, I probably would not
recommend it. Far from it, Ng has written a dazzling
novel. From the tension of Catherine’s isolation, to the
revelations of Roche’s papers, to the spectacular party
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that Queen Mab throws at Gethsemane and the
horrifying hunt that follows, to the human ex-pat that
builds clockwork creatures to fill the role of humans, to
the compelling and complicated problems faced by
Christian missionaries in a land that is decidedly
without god, this is a highly entertaining read,
populated by beautifully imagined fae creatures, and
told with precision and verve. My only disappointment
is that Laon and Catherine are never given permission
to bring their missionary zeal to the outback of Arcadia
despite their attempts to persuade Queen Mab. (Sorry
for the tiny spoiler, not integral to the plot.) I hope this
will come in a sequel, but considering the depths of
grimdark grey morality Under the Pendulum Sun
plumbs, I’m not sure a sequel makes sense.
Is Under the Pendulum Sun grimdark in aesthetic
sense? Yes, and it is also extremely beautiful,
entertaining, and emotionally compelling. Have I left
out the best parts to keep from spoiling it? Yes. Read
rd
this excellent novel when it comes out October 3 from
Angry Robot.[GdM]
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Black City Shadows
A Black City Saint Story
RICHARD A. KNAAK

‘Haunted’ churches made me uneasy, not because I
actually thought most were haunted, but for the actual
reasons behind people thinking they were. Ghosts
were rare, Wyld were not. If there was indeed
something lurking within the walls of St. Patrick’s
Church—the oldest church in Chicago—it was more
likely to be an escapee from Feirie.
Not a very good gatekeeper of late, are we? his
voice mocked in my head. I didn’t reply, but he had a
point. I’d dealt with three Wyld in the last month, far
more than average. They shouldn’t have been slipping
through the Gate so easily and I doubted they were all
remnants of Oberon’s following who’d been stranded
here for the past fifty years. After the Great Fire—or
the Night the Dragon Breathed as those who knew the
truth called it—I’d done my best to make sure that none
of the late king of Feirie’s minions had managed to
keep hidden in the city from me. Sure, I could imagine
one or two having kept out of sight all this time, but not
so many as I’d come across of late.
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I’d borrowed Barnaby’s Whiting Runabout to get to
the address on West Adams. After saving his worthless
son Joseph from both his own dark ambitions and the
Wingfoot Air Express dirigible disaster he’d in great
part caused three years ago, I could’ve had any
number of autos from Barnaby’s service garage
without any of his clients ever knowing. However, the
Whiting was the vehicle I’d first learned to drive when
I’d finally come to grips with the fact that horses would
no longer be the normal method of transportation, not
just in 1922 Chicago but everywhere.
“Do ye want me to enter with ye?” my companion in
the front passenger seat asked as he pulled his head
in from the window. “Or would ye prefer me to head
around to the back of the building and see if I can
enter?”
“Better take the back way, Fetch. Father William
wasn’t happy about calling me in the first place. He
might change his mind about letting me in if he sees
you.”
“Not jake with dogs is he?” Fetch jested, tongue
lolling. An onlooker would see a beast they might think
half-wolfhound, half something out of the Brothers
Grimm, which wouldn’t have been that far from the
truth. Fetch was a thing of Feirie, although now an
exile, having failed to slay me for his queen. He hadn’t
for lack of trying, but once I’d spared his life he’d sworn
himself to me. Truth be told, I found him invaluable at
times.
“Just be careful no one sees you,” I reminded him.
“I was one of her Lady’s prime assassins, Master
Nicholas! Stealth is as much a part of me as breathing!”
“Yeah.”
We pulled up in sight of the church, but not near
enough that someone might think we had business
there. Father William had emphasized the need for
delicacy in regards to the situation, apparently thinking
he was the first person to suggest such to me.
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“Keen pictures,” Fetch commented, staring at the
stained glass windows. “Very keen...”
“’Keen’?” Since becoming an exile, Fetch had taken
up the habit of trying to speak like the locals.
Unfortunately, his idea of which locals to mimic had not
included the radio newscasters or senior orators, but
rather the bootleggers and hoods. That meant a
barrage of new slang that at times made him harder to
understand than if he’d been speaking the Feirie
tongue.
Fetch perked up. “Ab-so-lute-ly! Very keen! Very
different! Very, very different!”
They were different all right, and fairly new. I’d read
about them back in ‘12, when St. Patrick’s had first
commissioned them. Thomas O’Shaughnessy, who’d
personally designed, made, and installed the fifteen
windows, had been heavily influenced by a Celtic art
display at the Columbian Exposition in 1893. Of
course, O’Shaugnessy had had no idea just how much
those works had been influenced by Feirie. I almost
patted Fetch on the head—which might’ve earned me
a snap—when I realized that this might be the first clue
as to how a place as holy as St. Patrick’s could have
allowed a Wyld to enter it. O’Shaugnessy’s addition
had pretty much given any creature of Feirie a doorway
into what was otherwise holy ground.
Fetch leapt out of the Whiting and trotted toward the
rear of the church. I adjusted my coat—slightly warm
for the spring weather—and headed to the entrance.
Father William answered at my first knock. We
sized up each other for a moment, he seeing a cleanshaven man in his late thirties with short flaxen hair and
features hinting of a Mediterranean heritage. I saw a
short but fit man with thinning red hair and a square
face with ruddy features. We could have just as easily
been a part of Papa Johnny Torrio’s gang and the
North Siders, respectively.
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“No one else knows you’re here, Mr. Medea,” he
murmured at last. “No one knows I’ve called.”
He’d already told me on the telephone how it was
going to be, but I nodded anyway. After a moment of
hesitation, he let me enter. This late in the evening,
everyone, especially his superiors, would be either
gone or indisposed.
An image of St. Patrick welcomed me. I’d never met
this church’s patron saint, but I felt a bit of kinship with
him. He’d once been a man, a mortal, and not an
angel—forgive me, archangel—like Michael. Even
though I spent most of my prayer time in St. Michael’s
in Old Town, I did so mainly because we’d shared a
calling. Both the archangel and I were creatures of war,
of battle. Of course, he’d started with a Heavenly
advantage. I’d had to die to become a saint.
Not as Nick Medea, of course, a name I’d chosen
to remind myself of the land where I’d been both
betrayed and executed by the man I’d so faithfully
served. Back then, I’d been Georgius, a simple Roman
tribune who would become famous—or infamous—for
nothing less than slaying a damned dragon. From
there, things had only gotten worse.
Was not by Eye’s choice that you came and spilled
my blood! snarled the voice in my head.
Quiet! I didn’t need him distracting me at a crucial
moment. He’d be more than willing to trip me up like
that if it might mean gaining control of our body. Even
after sixteen hundred years, he chafed at being slave
to my will, a once-frightening beast now reduced to
little more than a foul memory.
Eye will wait. You will need me...
The dragon had had no name. After some years
with me, it had chosen to start referring to itself as it did
because it was its eyes I generally demanded most of
all. I’d not argued with the choice. Anything to keep
some peace between us.
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Midway down the center aisle, I paused among the
pews and turned in a circle. There was no hint of Wyld.
Still, I kept my hand near the opening of my long coat.
No Wyld could stand against Her Lady’s gift.
“Where is it exactly?” I finally muttered.
Father William frowned. “Can’t you tell?”
“I wouldn’t have asked if I could.”
He pointed toward the confessionals. I nodded and
pretended I didn’t see the translucent robed figure now
standing to the left of confessionals. He wasn’t part of
the problem here; he was part of my troubles. As far as
the priest was concerned, we were alone.
I didn’t want to wait any longer. “You can leave now,
Father.”
“Are you certain?”
He seemed oddly deferential at that moment, as if I
was someone of high stature. Then, as if realizing how
he’d acted, nodded to me, and left.
I glared at the ethereal form. “Go back to St.
Michaels, Diocles. I don’t need you distracting me.”
“You know I cannot always control where I stand,
Georgius. Whenever you initially enter a place of
worship, the curse will cast me there to be seen by you.
We both know why and we both know it will not
change.”
My curse had several particularly nasty tendencies,
including constantly binding me to the ghost of the man
who’d had me executed. The man whom I’d served
faithfully until he’d demanded I swear off the one thing
that meant more to me than my oath: my faith.
A slight creaking sound escaped the confessional
far on the left. I squinted there, but still saw nothing.
Eye can help you see, the voice in my head
whispered.
I knew what he really wanted. Each time he
suggested any assistance, there lay behind that offer
the hope on his part that my will would weaken enough
and that he would have the chance to take over the
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body we shared. I didn’t have to wonder what that
would entail. Only once since the Gate had come to
Chicago had he attained a moment of utter mastery.
The people of Feirie called it the Night the Dragon
Breathed.
Humans—most of them unaware of the truth—had
simply called it the Great Fire.
Granted, we’d needed his strength and flames in
order to stop Oberon, but it’d taken all I could do to
bring him back under control. I knew I couldn’t entirely
blame him; his spirit had been trapped in me ever since
I’d slain him in Silene and our blood had mixed. At that
time, I hadn’t understood about his true task as
guardian of the Gate between our world and Feirie nor
that I’d have to take on that role because of what I’d
done.
Still, there was no way I could locate any Wyld—my
very presence here meaning that whatever disturbed
the priest had to be one of them—without a touch of
the dragon’s power to help.
With Diocles dourly watching, I allowed the dragon
to grant me his vision. I didn’t need the pursing of the
ghost’s lips to know that my eyes had suddenly shifted
from human to reptilian. The entire scene turned an
emerald green, and the shadows shrank as his unique
vision burned away the darkness. And there it was.
Up above the last confessional, dangling from the
ceiling, was a creature of nightmare with a head like a
human skull, a torso akin to that of a black widow, and
at least four visible limbs ending in human hands with
dagger nails. The eyes were silver orbs without pupils
and much too large for their sockets. Those eyes
watched me with contempt, the Wyld not yet aware that
I could see it.
Feirie folk are fluid of form and the court was filled
with elves willing to mate with anything in the realm.
Wyld like this tend to have some elven blood in them,
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which made them all that more deadly. I needed to
make this quick.
Its fleshless jaws opened. The Wyld realized I’d
seen it.
A stream of black tendrils shot out from its mouth.
I leapt aside just before the sharp tips of the tendrils
would’ve pierced my flesh and dragged me back into
its gaping maw to be devoured. I landed in a crouch,
then shoved my hand deeper into my coat. I felt the
cold hilt of Her Lady’s gift.
The spidery Wyld dropped to the floor. The tendrils
swiftly drew back into its mouth. Behind the arms I’d
noted earlier sprouted two more pair.
Eye can help! Let me burn it!
“Along with the church and the rest of the block?” I
could control his flames to a point, but I didn’t want to
risk that just yet. Instead, I drew Her Lady’s gift and let
the Wyld have a good look at the elven blade.
The sword was long, its blade a series of jagged
edges capable of tearing through even the hardest
Feirie hide. The entire blade glowed a faint but sinister
crimson. The golden hilt and the moon-colored stones
embedded in it radiated with power of their own,
creating a spectacle that ensured the Wyld could not
mistake the sword’s origins.
The hiss that escaped the monstrosity told me it
sensed the maker’s touch. Her Lady—called that title
by most for fear that if her true name were spoken she
would notice the speakers—was queen of Feirie and
the ultimate power since the downfall of Oberon. She
had specifically designed the weapon centuries ago for
use against her own kind, especially those who might
serve her former mate and bitter rival, Oberon. The
exiled king of Feirie was dead, though—dead since the
dragon’s breath engulfed him in the Great Fire some
fifty years ago—but Her Lady had not demanded the
gift back. I didn’t ask why. All I cared was that only she
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as the creator and I as the one for whom she’d forged
it could wield the weapon.
“That’s right,” I muttered with a smile I hoped worthy
of the dragon. “You should’ve stayed in Feirie.”
It lunged.
A sleek furred figure darted at it from a side
doorway. With a growl, Fetch ripped into one of the
limbs with teeth I knew were very, very sharp. He tore
off the limb with little effort, then spat it out on the floor.
The distraction was just what I needed. Leaping
over a pew, I raised the sword high.
The Wyld noticed me and tried to turn to defend
itself, but Fetch had another limb in his mouth and,
despite the scrapes and bloody wounds caused by the
Wyld’s other attacking legs, tugged back with his full
weight.
With one stroke, I severed the head. A dark, inky
substance spilled out from the gap.
Despite its lack of a head, the Wyld continued to
move with conscious effort. That was another thing
about Feirie folk: you never knew exactly where the
actual mind was. I flipped the sword around so that I
had the point toward the floor, then threw myself on top
of its wriggling body.
Two clawed hands finally managed to tear Fetch
free, though it cost another limb, and sent Fetch
crashing into the confessionals.
The limbs now all focused on me. The Wyld
appeared to have no limitations on how it could bend
its limbs. Five hands grabbed my legs, arms, and
throat. Another pair sprouted from the body and tried
to seize the sword by the hilt, only to quickly pull back
with burned fingers. Her Lady’d done a fine job
preventing the weapon from being stolen by any Feirie
folk.
Eye can burn it! the dragon roared. Let me burn it!
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Quiet! Even as the creature tried to simultaneously
rip my limbs off and throttle me, I managed to plunge
the blade into its thorax.
The body convulsed. The hands lost their grips on
me and flailed. They battered the confessionals and
nearby pews.
Her Lady’s gift glowed brighter. It always did when
it fed.
The Wyld’s body shriveled. I pushed the blade deep
even as the corpse shrank to a small pile of burnt black
flesh. Even then, I kept the tip touching. Within
seconds, the last bit of the Wyld faded, its essence
swallowed by the sword.
No, not the last bit. I thrust the sword point in the
skull. A few more seconds, and even that trace was
gone.
With an epithet worthy of any of Deanie O’Banion’s
mob, Fetch rose to his feet. He eyed the sword.
“Everything copacetic, Master Nicholas?”
“Yeah. All done. Good work, Fetch.”
“Applesauce! I was too slow to react at the end!
Moved like an old jalopy!”
“It’s done. You did just fine.” I looked over my
shoulder at the door through which Father William had
gone. “Can you leave the same way you came?”
“Aye.” He didn’t waste another moment. We’d done
this enough times.
“All right,” I quietly growled at the dragon. “Give me
your strength and no games.”
Of course...
I ignored his condescending tone. Sliding Her
Lady’s gift back into its magical sheath inside my
jacket, I set the pews as right as I could, then went in
search of Father William. Diocles, meanwhile, had the
good sense to fade away. It would’ve been nice if this
would be the last I saw of him, but I knew better. He’d
be right back haunting me the next time I stopped in
St. Michael’s on Old Town.
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To my surprise, Father William met me right outside
the door. I was perturbed, but not overly much. I’d had
clients who tried to listen in to my work, unaware that
no matter what happened inside, they’d not hear
anything outside. Even more important, soon, it’d be
as if I’d never even been here.
“Did you discover anything, Mr. Medea?”
“You might have a mouse or two. Nothing spiritual...
other than what should be here, naturally.”
He looked at me as if wondering if I was making a
joke about the church. Little did he know I’d be the last
one to do that. Complain, maybe, in the hopes that
someone up there was listening, but not make any
joke.
“Thank you for checking. I suppose it must be my
nerves.” “Yeah. I’d go ahead and make a blessing, just
to feel comfortable. Can you do that?”
Father William smiled briefly. “I think that’s possible.
What about your bill?”
“I’ll be in contact with you about that in a couple of
days. Since I didn’t find anything, the fee will be
nominal, as I mentioned on the telephone.” Of course,
what the good priest didn’t realize was that within
minutes of my departure, he’d forget I was ever here.
In fact, the only thing he’d remember was to either do
the blessing or get someone else to do it.
I left only concerned about how the Wyld had first
gained entrance. Fetch met me at the Whiting, his tail
wagging.
“Time for some grub?”
“Yeah, you deserve it. Good job. The Golden Ox on
North Clybourne will still be open.”
“Wiener Schnitzel?” Of late, Fetch had developed a
taste for the German dish. The Golden Ox had only
been open for about a year, but it now ranked right up
there with Berghoff’s for Fetch.
“Yeah, but fresh. You can stay out of their trash for
a day or two, can’t you?”
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His tail wagged harder. Sometimes I wondered if he
forgot he wasn’t actually a dog. Here in the mortal
realm, he couldn’t even talk unless near me, much less
shift to his original shape. Didn’t seem to bother him
much, though, so I set the thought aside just as I’d
done since he’d first switched allegiances.
I pulled the Whiting out onto Adams and left St.
Patrick’s behind. I must’ve gotten caught up in my
usual thoughts faster than I realized, because the next
thing I knew Fetch was saying, “Cubs lost again,
Master Nicholas.”
“Yeah.” Three games in a row to the Brooklyn
Robins. Who lost three games in a row to the Robins?
I knew what Fetch was trying to do. He thought I
was already thinking of the rest of the night to come.
Every time we finished a case, the nightmares I got
when I slept afterward were always more striking and
more debilitating. Every night, I dreamed of fighting the
dragon again and saving Cleolinda, the princess that
had been foolishly offered to him by the locals. Every
night, I won, only to lose in some other grotesque
manner.
Every night, I watched her die again and again, just
as she had in real life, one reincarnation after another.
Just one more damned element of my curse. Cleolinda
was reborn over and over, only to die violently despite
my best efforts. The incarnations rarely knew their true
past, but that hardly made losing them any easier. I’d
tried to avoid them, but something always brought us
together. It’d been five decades since the last time and
the images still burned in my memory as if yesterday.
I didn’t know what I’d done to deserve all this and
couldn’t recall any saints who were supposed to be
tortured after death, like I’d been. More to the point, I
didn’t know what she had done to deserve her fate
except to have fallen in love with me.
“Master Nicholas... your hands... take care now...”
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I realized I’d again become lost in my memories, not
the first time I’d done that. Unfortunately, I’d become
so lost that I’d opened myself up to him.
The effect faded the moment I became aware of it,
but I remained glad that it was night. During the day,
anyone passing on the sidewalk next to us would’ve
had a good view of twisted, scaled hands halfway to
becoming the clawed feet of a reptilian-looking beast.
“Don’t do that again!” I snapped at the empty air.
Eye did nothing...
“You know what I mean.” He wasn’t exactly lying,
but he wasn’t also exactly telling the truth. One of his
tricks was to wait for my raw emotions to take
command of me. Apparently that was some sort of
loophole enabling him to influence my physical form.
He’d used that to nearly take over more than once.
He receded into the back of my mind, but that didn’t
fool me. He’d be waiting, as he always did, for some
mistake, some error of judgment, that’d give him his
opportunity. We were allies by necessity, enemies by
nature.
I wondered if I should’ve let Father William bless me
while he was at it.
***
I left Fetch behind the restaurant with a fresh Wiener
Schnitzel, then continued on home. The house near
Old Town was a simple Queen Anne that’d served me
for the past few years. It sat in a quiet neighborhood
where people went about their normal mortal lives. I’d
chosen it perhaps in part out of defiance to my curse. I
supposed I would’ve been better off in one of the safe
houses spread around the city, but I refused that.
Besides, I’d accumulated a few items over the
centuries that I didn’t care to part with.
There were a couple of bedrooms upstairs, but I
rarely used them. Instead, I sat down on the couch in
the living room and, despite my best attempts to fight
it, immediately fell asleep. I dreamed.
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Once more, I sat atop my horse—this time as pure
white as I’d once hoped my soul to become—racing
with my spear ready over a sandy landscape. There
should’ve been hills nearby, but the nightmares were
never consistent about minor features.
I heard her scream. My horse needed no urging to
pick up its pace.
The scream transformed into a titanic roar. The
landscape rose before me, becoming a murky form
with a tail. Try as I might, I couldn’t focus on the
growing monster enough to recognize any details—
The telephone rang.
I jumped to a sitting position and stared into the
hallway where the telephone sat on a small table. No
one called me unless they needed me. Hell, no one
could even locate the number to call me unless they
were truly threatened, as St. Patrick’s had been.
I quickly took up the phone. “Hello?”
“Mr. Medea! I’m sorry to bother you again so soon.”
Father William. I looked to a clock hanging on the
nearest wall. I’d only left the priest a little over two
hours ago, which meant I’d slept all of maybe fifteen
minutes. “What can I do for you, Father?”
“Mr. Medea... there definitely has to be something
in the church. I swear I just saw some horror moving
about out of the corner of my eye! You must have
made a mistake.”
My mood took a distinctly darker turn. On a rare
occasion, I have to go back to my clients for a second
attempt. Generally that happens when the foul
essence of the Wyld I’ve slain actually masks the
presence of a second or even third.
Father William had seen the small advertisement in
the Tribune two days earlier. He’d been the only one to
see it. The simple announcement had called on
anyone who thought there was something ghostly
happening in their home, place of work, or even place
of worship, to contact me by telephone. What it hadn’t
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said was that the advertisement would appear only to
the person in need and no one else. The powers that
bound me to the role of gatekeeper also provided
methods by which I could track any Wyld who’d
managed to cross to the mortal world. It made my work
a little easier.
Just a little.
Despite my desire to disagree with the priest, I
knew that Father William couldn’t have remembered
my name and number unless he still required my
services. Clearly, I’d missed something after taking out
the Wyld I’d discovered.
“When would you like me to return?”
“Could you—could you do so now? I really need
your help!”
“I can be there in half an hour. Is that all right? Will
you be alone?”
“Yes. No one will interrupt this.”
“Good. I’ll be there soon.” I hung up. I hadn’t
bothered to take off my jacket so all I had to do was
button it right and head out the door. I’d promised
Barnaby I’d return the Whiting early in the morning, so
the car was still parked outside.
It being well past midnight, I didn’t encounter much
traffic. I’d have preferred to pick up Fetch, but I knew
it’d take too long to locate him. Besides, I’d spent most
of my sixteen hundred years without his help and
survived.
‘Tis only us as it should be, the dragon mocked. As
only it can be...
I detected a hint of bitterness at the end, bitterness
I shared. “Yeah, well, let’s the two of us try to tidy this
up quickly, what do you say?”
Eye was not the careless one...
We drove the rest of the way in silence. I parked in
the same spot as before, then walked over to St.
Patrick’s.
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As before, Father William met me at the door. He
looked pensive and kept glancing back over his
shoulder. Whatever he’d caught sight of must’ve been
one of Feirie’s darker denizens. I kept my hand near
the jacket opening as he led me inside.
“The work you do, it must be God’s work,” he
whispered. “I suppose.” This wasn’t a conversation I
intended to prolong.
“Dealing with darkness, though, must leave you
with the danger of corruption.”
“Can’t say I’ve noticed.”
He paused to look at me. We were near the altar
now. I wondered where he planned to lead me. When
he’d originally called, he’d indicated the problem had
been solely in the vicinity of the nave. I’d also glanced
at the sanctuary, noting nothing at the time. I didn’t
sense anything even now, which meant that the Wyld
still hiding here had to be very adept at magic.
“How much clearer your mission could be, how
much more you could give the world, if only the beast
in your soul was at last cast out.”
I didn’t care for how this was going. When he’d
mentioned a beast, I’d felt the dragon tense as well.
“Father William, just what—”
“May the Lord forgive me... and bless you,” he
murmured, abruptly drawing a cross over my forehead.
If it’d been most people, I would’ve recognized the
feint in time. Only because he was a priest did I fail to
notice that there was something in his other hand, until
it pricked mine.
The world spun. I’d had my share of poisons over
the centuries, but I’d rarely found anything that worked
this fast.
Not a poison! my unseen companion roared in my
head. Potion! Feirie!
I didn’t have time to thank the dragon for the
correction before the potion knocked us out.
***
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I woke up in a room lit by a single candle in a holder
set by my left shoulder. My arms and legs were spread
wide and bound to the ends of a heavy oak bed frame
by thin black metal wire that burned my flesh. I tried to
pull myself free and when that proved impossible, I
forewent good sense and silently asked the dragon to
give me his strength.
We were both rewarded with a shock of agony that
didn’t stop until the dragon receded again. I wasn’t
terribly surprised at what’d happened even though I’d
still hoped for better; I’d dealt with black silver before.
A fond creation of the elves. I’d left a Wyld behind all
right... and it seemed he’d made the priest his puppet.
I couldn’t see much farther than the dim light of the
candle, but it looked like a basement. I didn’t think it
was part of St. Patrick’s though. Somewhere near, no
doubt, because I doubted the priest could’ve dragged
me very far.
There was a creak and the flickering light of another
candle entered the room. A moment later, Father
William leaned over me.
“I’ve prayed for you to be able fight his accursed
influence long enough to understand that your freedom
is at hand, Your—Holiness.”
“I’m not the pope, Father. I’m just Nick Medea,
remember? You can untie me now and we can forget
all about this. I promise I won’t tell anyone...”
He shook his head. “You cannot fool me, dragon! I
know you are now speaking with his mouth! Soon,
though, you will be cast out and he will be freed!”
He had both our attention now.
He could separate us? Make us two again?
Yeah, me with a body, you with nothing.
Remember?
The brief elation I’d sensed in him faded. Eye would
be no more. Eye will not be no more!
I have to admit I was tempted. I owed him nothing.
Still, I didn’t exactly trust Father William. Not only was
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I not certain he was sane, but, assuming he spoke the
truth, what sort of spell would he know to cast the
dragon out? I’d tried getting such help now and then
over the centuries, and the damned thing was still with
me.
Of course, all of this didn’t answer one important
question: how did he know who I was? True, the priest
hadn’t called me by name, but he’d mentioned the
dragon as if perfectly aware he spoke with two, not
one.
“He’s lying to you,” I suddenly declared loudly to
him. “To be expected when dealing with one of the
Feirie folk, of course!”
Father William looked as if I’d just turned into the
devil himself. “Spare me your twisted truths, beast! The
angel has warned me against your constant lies!”
Angel. There it was. Just as I’d expected. No doubt
tall, beautiful, perfect... it wouldn’t be the first time I’d
crossed paths with an elf passing themselves off as
something holy. Of course, not being able to step on
sacred ground generally put a quick end to those
masquerades.
I saw an opening. “Have you seen your angel in the
church, Father? Have you ever invited him in? He
won’t be able to enter. You know what that means.”
“You won’t turn me with your lies, dragon!” Father
William crossed himself. “I’ve seen her stride between
the pews and kneel before the altar without the
slightest trepidation. She wanted to prove herself to me
so that your twisted words would have no power!”
The door creaked open again. Two figures with the
unmistakable look of thugs entered. I couldn’t make
out details too well, but they looked like Micks, maybe
even members of O’Banion’s gang, although a bit pale
even for the Irish. The bulges in their coats were clearly
guns. The elf must have had a powerful hold on the
priest if this pair didn’t raise his suspicions. That meant
an elf of the royal court.
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That meant, here in the mortal world, a follower of
Oberon. A tall, slim shadow in a flowing coat much too
warm for the spring weather slipped through the
doorway. It glided rather than walked. Without looking
behind themselves, the two gunmen stepped apart to
let it through.
The candlelight illuminated a narrow otherworldly
face framed by flowing midnight black hair. I had to
admit she looked the part of an angel. She was
beautiful, strikingly beautiful, although much of the
aura of seduction she radiated was lost on me. I’d
faced Her Lady in the Feirie court many times over the
centuries. No elf compared to her deathly perfection.
Even more important, I’d long ago given my soul to
someone else. The elf could’ve been a thousand times
more glorious than Her Lady and still not affected me.
I’d faced enough elves over the centuries to read
their tiniest reactions. A very slight shift of her tapering,
silver eyes was enough to tell me she wasn’t happy
about my immunity to her charms.
“This is your angel, Father William?” I asked. “Have
you taken a close look?”
“You did good, Father,” the elf crooned quietly,
every word music. “You see how strong the beast’s
hold on him is.”
“So tragic.” The priest actually looked sad for me.
“So long a burden for so noble a saint. If I had not seen
his eyes as he fought the demon, I would have never
believed St. George could have been condemned so.”
I grunted. If he’d seen me like that, he’d done so
with some elven help or I’d have noticed him.
“He took the burden for all men,” she replied
smoothly. “But his suffering is finally to end, in great
part thanks to you.”
“Should I begin now?”
A hint of a smile played on her lips. “Yes. Please
get the holy water.”
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With a dutiful nod, Father William withdrew. The elf
watched for a moment, then smiled at me. It wasn’t a
comforting sight.
“Now, we may speak honestly,” she said.
“’Honestly’?” I glanced at her two bodyguards.
She waved off their presence. “Their souls have
been mine for some time.”
I didn’t have much sympathy for them, only for
Father William. “And how’d you snare the priest?”
The elf laughed. It was a musical sound that
nonetheless chilled me. Elves didn’t have senses of
humor like humans. When they laughed, it came from
the darkness. “Oh, I’ve done nothing much to him!
Well, except opened his eyes to who you are and your
fate.”
I doubted that was all she’d done. The logic behind
Father William’s actions looked to be built on lunacy.
He clearly saw the world as she wanted him to, but I
didn’t bother to argue. Maybe she thought she’d been
gentle on him. Maybe. “And what did you tell him about
me?”
”Why, merely your story, gatekeeper! How you did
the noble thing, fought the beast, thought you served
your liege and your god... and then were betrayed by
both of them! Executed by one and cursed by the
other. Father William is a devout man who saw St.
George as his patron ever since he chose to follow the
path. How could he not want to save you from an unjust
fate?”
“And none of this was accompanied by court
magic.”
She laughed briefly again. “Enough of that. Before
the priest returns, I need you to understand that I do
only what I must do. I mean you no harm. I promise.”
“Yeah, the flesh-searing black silver is like velvet
against the skin.”
“The black silver is for him.” She didn’t specify who
‘him’ was, but naturally she meant the dragon.
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I conceded that point, although I still didn’t buy
anything else she said. “You’re not the first elf to try to
destroy us. Oberon himself found out just how hard
that could be.”
“I have never served Oberon in that regard, if that
is what you think. No, I have been in the mortal realm
for much longer.”
As far as I could tell, she wasn’t lying just then.
“How much longer?”
“Sixteen hundred years by your reckoning.”
I couldn’t help arching a brow at that. “That would
mean pretty near—”
“Yes. In the brief period between when you slew the
dragon and when your own death made you the Gate’s
new keeper, the way opened and closed at random.
During one of those unstable openings, I crossed over.
It was painful with the Gate in such flux, but I did. I had
to.”
Sixteen hundred years in the mortal realm. That
couldn’t have been an easy survival at times. Iron
would take its toll. I wondered how she’d succeeded so
well. More important, I wondered what had driven her
to cross in the first place.
Then, I thought I had it. “You’re after the Clothos
Deck.”
“I have no desire to wreak havoc on reality. Those
cards can stay hidden wherever they are. Let others
be twisted by their lust for them. No, St. George, I am
here hiding from Her Lady.”
“And how did you get on her bad side? Sleep with
Oberon before they had their civil war?”
She grimaced. “No. I dared to be his daughter.”
I forgot all the pain the black silver was causing me.
It had never occurred to me that Oberon and Her Lady
had had any children. “You chose to follow him over
your mother. She can be unforgiving, but—”
“I am not her child. My mother sat beside my father
before she did.”
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That silenced me. I’d always assumed Oberon and
Her Lady an eternal pairing until he’d been overthrown.
“Your mother died?”
“Yes, a potion made with liquid black silver will tend
to kill even the strongest elf.”
Of course. Typical of the Feirie court. I didn’t ask
the logical follow-up question. The potion had been
made for the benefit of Her Lady’s future. She might
have hated Oberon, but she loved the throne. “So you
fled here? What about Oberon? Your father?”
She cocked her head as if surprised I’d brought him
up. “Power often binds more than blood does among
my kind, St. George, even as it often does among
humans. If I could not defend myself against her, I was
not worthy of him.”
“Yeah, that sounds like Oberon.”
As we’d talked, I’d been carefully testing the bonds.
I thought the wire burning into my left wrist seemed a
little looser. If I could buy a bit more time...
Unfortunately, at that moment the priest returned.
In one hand he held his candle, in the other a small
clay cup.
“I’m sorry to take so long,” he commented, his
apology aimed at me of all present.
“She’s not an angel, Father. Pretty much the
opposite.”
“Hush, beast,” Father William responded with a
frown, my warning completely lost on him. “Shall I give
it to him yet?” I still couldn’t see what role he had to
play at this point. He’d done his part to bring me here,
so what else could he do for the elf? The holy water,
assuming that was what it was, couldn’t have any
effect on me.
“Not yet, remember? One more thing.”
“Oh, of course.” Setting down his candle on an old
table nearby, Father William extended his hand to the
elf.
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From the sleeve of her coat she pulled a long
needle with a tiny white crystal at the head. She jabbed
him expertly in the wrist. Father William flinched, but
otherwise seemed unaffected.
She brought the bloody tip to the cup and dipped
the point in the holy water. She then brought the needle
to my throat. I tried, but couldn’t keep away from the
point. It nicked my vein just enough to draw blood. The
elf let the drops spill into the holy water.
Now I understood what the elf hoped to do. She’d
had to wait until the very last moment in order to keep
the vitality of the blood strongest. “So that’s how you’ve
survived sixteen hundred years in such an iron-rich
world. You’ve been working to make yourself as
immune to it as possible by mixing human blood with
your own. That explains your two friends here, also.
Still, I’ve got to imagine it’s been painful”
She stirred the water slightly, then removed the
needle. Father William did not hear her bitter voice
echoing in my head as she continued our
conversation. Sixteen hundred years strengthening
myself, keeping myself going. Waiting. Forced to live
among cattle, to feed from them. I could do nothing
while that whore sat next to my father. I had no support
among the court... not until he perished. Until the Night
the Dragon Breathed. Only then did those who feared
her turn to me through messages sent through the
gate. The fool you destroyed in the church, it originally
came as a messenger and, with no other future after,
served me as I saw fit. I ordered it to wait for you, to
take the sword from you, well aware it would fail... oh,
and think not to warn the priest about what I am telling
you. I assume you realize that his life now depends on
your cooperation.
I thought you meant no harm, I countered.
Which does not mean I will not resort to it. I will have
the sword. I am the only one who can truly turn it
against her.
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I nodded. But as an elf, you couldn’t touch the
sword. Only Her Lady and those she allowed to do so
could. But you think you’ve gotten around that now,
too.
Her silver eyes glittered dangerously. It took me the
fifty years after you destroyed my father to bring all this
about. Not so much time as measured in the court, but
much too much after already enduring all these
centuries here. There is only one more thing...
“We are ready, Father,” she said out loud. “Time to
exorcise the beast.”
Father William jolted as if he had dozed off. “Hmm?
Yes. Time.”
I had no idea what she had planned for this
moment. Feirie magic was not as strong in this world.
She would’ve needed a direct link to the other realm to
cast most major—
Sometimes... sometimes you are exceedingly slow,
the dragon murmured.
You knew already?You could’ve said something!
To what point? I am merely a thought in your head.
So inconsequential. You control us... remember?
Oberon’s daughter held the cup so that the priest
could sip from it, then drank the rest herself. As she
finished, she reached out her free hand to Father
William. The priest in turn touched my shoulder and
began muttering in Latin. I immediately realized from
what he was saying that he was performing an actual
exorcism. What he didn’t realize was that his muttering
was just to keep him busy until she needed him to take
the next, crucial step.
The elf handed the cup to one of her servants, then
said, “Now, Father. We need it now.”
He took his other hand, reached into my jacket...
and somehow, despite the magic hiding it, gripped the
hilt of Her Lady’s gift. As I watched, helpless, he drew
the sword out of its otherworldly hiding place the way
a stage magician pulls a rabbit out of a hat. Father
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William marveled at what he held. The elf couldn’t
suppress her pleasure, either. She’d done the
impossible just to obtain Her Lady’s gift.
It was our blood. The dragon’s and mine. Mixed
since his had spilled into my open wounds in that
battle. Neither of us had known at the time that we
would forever be bound to one another.
Blood relationships might not be of much value
among the Feirie, but blood itself is a valuable
commodity. A single drop of an elf’s blood can bind
them to an enemy forever.
I’d had both elves and humans steal our blood in
the past, but always for some grand spell or other.
Oberon’s daughter appeared only to want it so that she
could wield Her Lady’s gift... perhaps the grandest
spell of all considering what she planned to do with it.
I had bones to pick with Her Lady, but considering
the alternatives offered by Oberon’s followers, I
preferred to keep Feirie as stable as it was right now.
If Her Lady fell, I knew that the chaos afterward would
engulf not just her realm, but the mortal world as well.
I grunted as the black silver strands continued to
relentlessly burn into my flesh to the point where now I
could even smell as well as feel it. I couldn’t break
them. The drug she’d had Father William sting me with
wreaked havoc on my concentration where the dragon
was concerned. The elf had wanted to prevent me from
summoning the dragon fully. If I tried now, the black
silver would cut through my expanding limbs until it
severed them.
“At last,” she whispered. “I will return to Feirie. I will
reclaim Feirie.”
A clatter arose from a room above us. The elf
looked annoyed, but not concerned. One of her guards
turned to face the door, his hand near his gun.
“Tell me what you feel, Father,” she asked.
“I feel... I feel him ...and the beast within. I feel as if
I’m seeing through his eyes, as if I’m him.”
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“Yes... I feel the same. It works then.”
“I feel... the dragon...” Father William added, eyes
wide with confusion.
“Yes, the exorcism is nearly complete. Now, hold
the sword over him.”
“I feel...” Father William finally shook his head as if
to clear it, then obeyed her instructions. As he did, his
eyes met mine. I wished I could let him see the truth,
let him—
What a fool I can be sometimes.
Eye will not argue with that...
I let his jibe pass and demanded he let me see the
world as he saw it. I let my urgency flood over him, so
that he knew this was important for both of us, not just
me. Oberon’s daughter could never let us live, despite
her cooing words. I could still wield the sword, which
meant I could still retrieve it from her.
Let me see! I demanded. And let him see the truth
as well!
The dragon gave me his eyes... and I snared Father
William’s gaze before he could look away.
“Know the truth, Father,” I whispered.
“Father—” she shrieked.
See your angel with these eyes, Father... and see
the beast you wish to slay.
Father William looked from me to her and back
again. He gaped as he not only saw the world as the
dragon did, but knew now everything about us.
He let the tip of the sword drop. His handling was
awkward and weak, but Her Lady’s gift didn’t need his
strength, only its incredibly sharp edge.
The blade split the black silver strand at my left
wrist.
The hood still facing me went for his gun. The elf
moved quicker, taking the needle and thrusting it into
Father William’s chest.
“St. George—” he managed before lowering the
weapon and collapsing.
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I paid no mind to Her Lady’s gift, instead letting my
fingers burn as I tore at the strand holding my other
hand. Inside, the dragon seethed. Use me! Eye can
help!
I let him have his way. My hand changed as it had
in the Whiting. His strength became mine. We shared
the agony the black silver inflicted on us.
I tore the other hand free.
Behind me, I heard the scraping of metal on the
wood floor. Glancing over my shoulder, I saw Oberon’s
daughter pick up the sword. Only then did I realize I’d
stopped Father William too late. Through the spell’s
blood ties, she could now at last touch Her Lady’s gift.
The door crashed open. The goon facing it drew his
automatic and fired.
A familiar canine shape slammed into him and sent
him and his companion to the floor. Fetch clamped his
fearsome jaws on the shooter’s throat and ripped it
open with a spray of blood and flesh.
“Mer’ithran!” the elf snapped at Fetch. I had no idea
what it meant, but there was a tone of familiarity, as if
she knew him. It was possible, he having once served
the court.
I had one leg free by now, the dragon’s natural
swiftness making me faster than even an elf.
Unfortunately, that still wasn’t fast enough to get me
clear of her.
“You should be pleased. I will put her head on a
pike!” she declared as she brought the point up to my
chest. “You know she cannot be trusted.”
“And you can be?”
In answer, she lunged.
“Master Nicholas!” Fetch roared as he
disemboweled the second hood with claws now half a
foot long. “’Ware!”
I tried to twist aside. I tried to deflect the blade. I
tried what I could, but Oberon’s daughter clearly knew
how to wield a sword.
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She ran me through.
I’ll admit it. I waited in horror for what the sword
would do. I’d certainly witnessed its power enough on
others. A wave of fear from the dragon also engulfed
me as our heart pounded wildly in expectation of our
horrible destruction. It’d finally happened. We’d die
together.
But we didn’t. I had a sword through me and all I felt
was an uncomfortable warmth at the wound.
She screamed as the hilt flared. When she pulled
her hand free, the palm was burnt black.
Fetch leapt at her, but despite her injury, she moved
as quickly as a striking cobra. She raised her other
palm toward him. He stopped in midair as if having
collided with an invisible wall and crumpled to the floor.
The effort of casting the spell caused her to stumble
back. I grabbed the hilt and managed to pull Her Lady’s
gift from my chest. It pulsated as I’d never felt it and of
its own volition whirled its blade at Oberon’s daughter.
“It knows you,” I muttered. “It wants you. It’s always
waited for you...”
“Of course! It’s her, you fool! It’s a part of her!”
Despite her bravado, her ruined hand trembled and
she backed toward the door.
I couldn’t let her go. With my other leg free, I jumped
up and threatened her with the point.
“I would have let you live,” she rasped. “You know
she’s dangerous. We would have been allies... more.”
It was possible that in the beginning she’d actually
meant to leave me alive, but she’d already proven
that’d not been of tremendous concern to her. I
touched my chest, where the dragon was already
working hard to heal our wound.
“I didn’t ask to become the gatekeeper. Neither did
he,” I added, tapping my head to indicate the dragon.
“But we weren’t given the choice... and we can’t let
Feirie in. Neither world could survive that.”
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She thrust into her coat and pulled out a tiny stick
that immediately grew into a long, barbed pole. I’d seen
such weapons among the elves before and knew it
stored spells.
She was fast. I was faster. The sword was fastest
of all three. It all but dragged my hand after as it cut the
pole in half and thrust itself into her throat.
She managed a wheezing gasp. Despite the
monstrous wound, she didn’t look ready to die.
Her Lady’s gift had other plans. It glowed as it had
for the Wyld in the church. The elf’s eyes widened in
fear as she tried to grab the blade and pull it out.
There was an awful screeching sound. Her head
twisted as if some giant hand had taken hold of it and
tried to tear it off. Her hands flailed. She moaned.
And then, the sword ate her. Just like the creature
she’d set loose in St. Patrick’s, Oberon’s daughter
melted. The sword eagerly drank in her liquefying form.
She tried to scream, but only a rasping sound escaped
her as she dwindled.
Just like that, she was gone. The sword’s glow
faded. I’d been in situations involving Feirie too often
to stand there and stare. I returned Her Lady’s gift to
its hiding place, then went to Father William.
He should’ve been dead. The needle had pierced
his heart. He should’ve been dead… but instead he
looked to be slowly healing.
Swearing, I stepped back. There could be only one
damned explanation for this ‘miracle’. Oberon’s
daughter had magically combined elven, human, and
dragon blood. What else she’d done in the process, I
didn’t know, but the dragon blood was instinctively
seeking to repair everything.
It wouldn’t stop there, though. I’d confronted a
variation on this a couple of times over the centuries.
Father William would never be the same. There’d be
some tremendous benefits... but there’d also be some
repercussions.
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Neither I nor the mortal world could afford the latter.
I steeled myself.
Eye will do it for you... let me bear the guilt…I will
do that…
“Shut up!” He’d enjoy that, knowing I’d always have
to think about having turned responsibility over to him.
Then, at the very least... let me give you the tools…
I felt my hands tingle. If I accepted, they’d become
tools all right. Efficient killing tools.
“Keep your claws,” I muttered. Before he could
make another tempting offer, I reached down, gripped
Father William’s head… and twisted it. I felt some guilt
that his apparent idolization of me as St. George had
left him open to her manipulation, but there was
nothing I could’ve done to change things.
The dragon’s blood hadn’t become enough a part
of him to deal with a broken neck. This time, the priest
died properly.
Signing the cross for whatever it was worth in
regard to me, I looked to Fetch. “Where are we?”
“Just a block from St. Patrick’s! I smelled your scent
and followed it here.”
“And how’d you know to come to this area at all?”
“The stained glass. Didn’t tell ye. Some symbols I
saw were of Feirie. With them in there, ye’d need
double the blessing to make this place holy. The Wyld
we slew verified that and I thought it nothing more...
until on a hunch I came back and smelled some elf
scent the creature’s presence had covered. I ran back
to tell ye... and ye were gone from the house. Had to
follow your scent all the way back here again. I’m
damned tired, I tell ye.”
Considering he’d still managed to find me soon
enough to help, I forewent any reprimand. Besides, we
had a sticky situation. It didn’t please me, but I did as
I’d done so many times in the past. I adjusted the
scene as needed to prevent anyone from getting too
near the truth. Checking her goons, I saw that they’d
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been halfway dead anyway. She’d been devouring
their lives much like a vampire would. Another two or
three feedings and they’d have ended up just more
corpses found in bloody Chicago.
“What is this place?” I’d seen nothing thus far but
this room.
“Old business, Master Nicholas. Shut down, it looks
like, but her scent’s everywhere. She used this for
some time.”
“So, no one’ll be coming here soon.” It was tempting
to leave the bodies, but I couldn’t even do that.
Keeping the mortal plane ignorant of Feirie meant
bending not only laws, but morals. For a saint, I’d bent
morals quite a lot over the centuries. Out of necessity,
of course.
“Step back, Fetch.”
He looked uneasy. “Master Nicholas—”
“Yeah, I know. Got to be done.”
Ears flat, he scurried out of the room. I hefted poor
Father William over to the other bodies.
“Sorry you had to become a part of this, Father.”
She’d planned everything for a long time. I was certain
of that. She’d probably watched several priests,
looking for weaknesses. His had just been an
admiration for a hero with very clay feet.
Eye can help, the dragon whispered again.
“You already know I need you for this part,” I
grumbled. “But we do it carefully. Not like fifty years
ago.”
Of course. Eye promise...
I never trusted his promises. Still, I had no choice. I
opened myself to him.
The world receded. It was as if I stood watching the
scene from a theater seat and yet I knew I was still
there, still the dominant part of us.
I opened my mouth. Our mouth.
I did what any good dragon did. I burned things.
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It took only seconds for the three bodies to be
reduced to ash. Nothing burns so completely as a
dragon’s fire.
Father William would become just another missing
person. I hated that, but there was no other option. His
file would eventually be put with all the others.
There was just a slight hint of smoke by the time we
left the abandoned building. I considered going to the
Feirie court and demanding to be told what else
besides Oberon’s daughter Her Lady’d left out about
her realm’s past, then decided against it. I’d just hear
more Feirie lies.
Fetch stayed with me as I tracked down the
Whiting. They hadn’t had time to move it, for which I
was grateful. I felt as if I’d fought the dragon all over
again. I looked forward to getting home and sleeping,
regular nightmare and all.
There were few lights nearby, the Black City living
up to its name tonight. When the organizers of the
Columbia Exposition had set up everything back in
1893, their big displays had included covering nearby
buildings in white facades to make them look more like
classical structures. The White City. The hypocrisy
considering what the real Chicago looked like had
inspired some people to refer to the rest as the Black
City. Over the decades, I’d found the latter title to be
far more apt... especially tonight. It made my own place
here even more understandable. What more
appropriate protector of the Black City than a tainted
saint? Tonight wasn’t the first time I’d had to do things
that I wasn’t proud of and I knew it wouldn’t be the last.
There’d be other Father Williams. Too many of them.
Fetch leaped into the passenger seat next to me,
but kept quiet this time. He knew better. I started up
the Whiting and we left the area of St. Patrick’s behind
us, two more shadows adding to the darkness.
Two more shadows in the blackest of cities.[GdM]
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